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slowly, his words being punctuated
with chewa.
"If any of you ask for my creden
tials,' he sold "I beg to tell you
that In three campaigns I have been
the champion, of the democratic par

BRYAN LOSES FIRST FIGHT
FOR THE CONTROL OF THE

TWO ARMIES ABElAUEBICAN

DRAWING NEAR

IN

LEADS BITTER

GRAND

FEELING

AGAINST

1.

three campaigns
ty's principles and
have received the votes of six and
one half mllion democrats."
Tumultous cheering.
"Has anyone sought harmony more
than 17" asked Bryan.
GREAT BATTLE WILL BE FOUGHT OAVID
BRUCE BROWN. DRIVINft SUFFRAGIST
SUPPORTERS
RE
No, no," come from all over the
IN MEXICO IN NEAR
A FIAT, WINS FIRST HALF OF
SENT
FORCIBLE
FEEDING OF
hall.
FU'iLRC.
FRENCH CONTEST
WOMEN PRISONERS.
Bryan said he had urged the na
tional committee to consult the candiDixie brought out frequent outbursts dates,
particularly the two leading MAY
BE
TURNING
POINT IN
AN
from the throng, who were
A
ITALIAN
CAR ON
HUNGER
STRIKE
waiting candidates, but without avail. The
FOD
Impatiently.
friends of Wilson had united with
The committee on convention ar- those of Clark. In favor of a candidate OUTCOME LIKELY WILL DETER BEILOT COMES
IN A CLOSE SEC THE PREMIER ORDERED JAILERS
rangements had given the moBt prom- for temporary chairman, continued
MINE THE FATE OF THE
OND, ONLY TWO MINUTES
TO MAKE FEMALE JAIL
HE
inent places to states having avowed Eryan and had been "turned down"
REVOLUTION.
'
BEHIND
EAT.
national
presidential candidates.
the
committee.
by
To the right of the main aisle and
sentence
had
still
Bryan's stirring
IS THE SCENE
ALTON
directly In front was Missouri, home the crowds cheering. "We are writing BACHIMBA
MAN
IS
KILLED ANSBURY
FIST
JHAKES
state of Speaker Champ Clark. To history today," he exclaimed,
"the
the left was New Jersey with "Wood-ro- country is waiting to hear whether
FEDERALS WILL ENDEAVOR TO MECHANICIAN
FOR COLLINETT SOCIALIST CREATES SCENE DUR
Wilson as a favorite son. Back this convention will follow Chicago in
DRIVE REBELS OUT OF ENLOSES LIFE WHEN MACHINE
of Missouri came Ohio, with Gover- listening to the voice of predatory
ING SESSION OF HOUSE
TRENCHED POSITION.
nor Harmon In the field. Back of wealth."
.UPSETS
OFCOMMONS.
New Jersey was Alabama, home of
Bryan had spoken 22 minutes, when
Representative Oscar W. Underwood. there were demonstrative Interrup
At General Huerta's Federal HeadDieppe, Fiance, June 25. David
London, June 25. Intense bitter
Connecticut
Bruce, Brown of New Yoik won the ness
Governor tions from the galleries, with cries quarters, Ortiz, Mexico, June 25.
supporting
has been engendered in England
of
"Parker."
Baldwin, was next to Ohio. North
General Joaquin Tellez, leading the first half of the automobile
grand by the forcible feeding of the
"The song of victory should be sung
impris
Dakota, nominating Governor Burke,
which
started here at dawn oned
vanguard of the government forces, prize race,
suffragettes who declared a hun.
was no more favorably located than by one whose heart has been in the naB crossed the river here
today. He was, however, not rep-ris
and
Indiana supporting Governor Mar flfrtit," was one of Bryan's stirring within twelve miles of Bachimba, the senting the United States, but was ger strike while in jail. This was re
flected in an extraordinary scene to
rebel position. General Huerta, the driving an Italian c&t, the Fiat ma"WALL STREET
AGAINST NEBRASKAN" shall, both being in fourth or fifth phrases.
"What better man could we find
day in the house of commons,, wnen
chine.
He
positions from the front.
commander-in-chiefederal
completed the ten laps (a
with the
than Kern?" exclaimed Mr. Bryan.
George
Lansbury, a socialist member,
main columns and artillery will have distance of 770 kilometers or about 453
convention officials began taking
denounced Premier Asquith and tha
came
In
shouts
"Parker,
5
reply
miles
their places on the platform a few
crossed the big Ortiz bridge within
furlongs) composing the
government in such vltrollo terms
mingled with "Kern."
24 hours and an engagement is immi first day's program, in six hours, 35
Progressive Forces Assert the Convention Will Be Obliged to minutes before noon. The floor of
that the speaker ordered him to leave
said the people had not for
Bryan
38
seconds.
the convention hall was now well
nent provided the rebels do not re minutes,
Settle at the Beginning Whether Financial Interests or Will of
the house and threatened to have him
Beilot,. driving a French Leon Peu-gefilled with delegations, but some of gotten the promise of campaign funds tire.
unless he went out voluntarWail street, eight years ago,
from
the Rank and File of the Party Shall Control Scenes of ,
was
machine,
Beeond, only about ejected
the notable ones New Jersey, Mishad spoken 30 minutes
two minutes behind, his time being ily.
souri and Nebraska had not yet ar- After Bryan
Rebels Watch the Advance.
Disorder Rival Those of the Recent Republican
there was another outburst of "Par
Timothy Healy, the nationalist, had
rived.
At Rebel Front, Bachimba, Mex., six hours, 38 minutes, 40 seconds.
to Premier Asquith to reker" shouts from the galleries. Bryan
Gathering in Chicago
Mr. Bryan and his brother, Charles
June 25. The rebel vanguard In front Bruce Brown's best lap (about 46 appealed
women and the premier re--,
lease
the
paid a glowing tribute to the ability of
was
miles
37
in
18
made
sec
minutes,
Bachimba has been watching the
Bryan, and two friends, left for the
and consistent record of Kern, and slow
plied that they could leave prison
onds.
His
76
was
average
hourly
advance of the federals and the
convention hall shortly before 12 closed at 1:29 amid tumultous
this afternoon on an understanding
cheers
7
Baltimore, June 25 William J.
furlongs.
Michigan Parker 21; Bryan 9; ab uciock. it was stated
present calculations point to outpost miles,
as the after speaking 40 minutes
just
not to repeat their offense.
Louis
a
was
Bryan lost his first fight for the pro sent, one.
Wagner,
piloting
Fiat,
Bryan party left that there was nothMr. Lansbury Immediately projectSenator Kern then took the plat fighting at any hour and a battle, if third, his time being seven hours 12
Minnesota Bryan 24.
gressive control of the democratic nathere is to be any at all, Is expect
ing to say regarding the temporary form and was
ed himself at the treasury bench,
wildly cheered. Kern
minutes.
tional convention today, when he was
Parker 20.
Mississipi
ed
to
occur
on Thursday. The proxchairmanship, as present plans might said he wished to take no action
At the start Colliaett, who was nilot- - shaking his fist in the faces o Pre
defeated for temporary chairman of
Missouri Parker 22; Bryan 14
undergo a sudden change on the con- which would prejudice Indiana's can imity of the two armies was expect
v
a Gregoire machine, when trying mier Asquith and the other ministers.
ing
the convention by Alton B. Parker.
Montana Bryan 7; Parker 1.
ed
to
vention floor.
bring sharp skirmishing to to
Governor
for the rreltIepov
iHdafp
a competitor on the course, With his face only a Irew inches Irom
pass
'Nebraska
3.
Mr. Bryan first nominated Senator
Bryan 13; Parker
Bryan slipped Into the convention W?h!)n. ,. ' i. '
"H' day. '
espsjzed.; His mechanician, Bessagua-- , that of Mr. Asquith,' Mr. Lansbury
Nevada Bryan 6.
.
Kern to oppose Parker. The latter
u; uire ut. me siae entrances an
Approximately o,4uu reebls arts in na, waa killed
believe that judge Parke- - is as
"I
instantly and Collinett screamed:
New
declined the honor and named Mr.
Hampshire Parker 3; 3ryan was on tne platform some minutes
Bachimba and General Rojas says a
"You're beneath contempt. ' Tou
himself injured seriously.
earnestly desirous ot democratic mic
to
make
the
The
without
fight.
determined
Bryan
resistance will be made,
being recognized by the wait cess this year as I am," continue!
know the women cannot give such a
New
24.
Parker
4; Bryan
made an eloquent plea "for
Jersey
ing throng. He shook hands with Kern; shouts of "Parker" greeted the All women and children ' have been
promise.
It is dishonorable to ask
New Mexico Bryan 8.
Cardinal Gibbons, who was waiting to announcement.
the cause he had represented for 16
ordered from camp.
them to do so. Talk of Russian
THINGS
LOOK
New
GOOD
90.
York
Parker
pronounce the opening invocation
years," but it was unavailing. The
Kern appealed to Parker to unite
atrocities why, you will go down. In
.
North Carolina Parker 15; Bryan huu men look
bate preceding the roll call threw the
CHINA REJECTS LOAN.
a seat well Becluded with him in the support of Senator
as the torturers and murderhistory
from the eaze of th rmvii
9.
.
convention into wild disorder.
wasnington, June 25. China has
O'Gorman of New York; Senator Oil
ers of Innocent women you ought to
FOR
TAFT
SUCCESS
North
10.
Dakota Bryan
Bryan continued to screen himself bf;rson of Texas; Representative Day rejected the $300,000,000 loan from
A last desperate effort to avert a
be driven out of office."
from the crowd and few knew he was ton of Albama or one of a number of the banking group of the six powers,
bitter factional fight was made by Ohio Parker 29; Bryan 19.
The house was quickly in disorder.
Oklahoma
present. Up to that time Charles P. others he designated.
probably because of the stipulation of
Bryan 15; Parker 5.
the Bryan forces when the democratiThe
speaker, however, finally securBROTHER
OF PRESIDENT
AS
c- convention took up the problem of
Oklahoma vote challenged and poll Murphy, Alton B. Parker and several
Representative Fitzgerald of Brook foreign supervision of its expend!
ed quiet and ordered Mr. Lansbury
HE
SERTS
WILL
BE
ture.
A
GIVEN
The
other conservative leaders still were lyn, in behalf of Judge Parker made
proposal for foreign admin
to leave.
6electing a emporary chairman to- of delegation ordered.
r
SECOND TERM
istration of the salt" monopoly also
absent.
Oklahoma Bryan 20.
his way to the platform. day. So sharp did the lines divide
has been declined. Four cabinet ofcnairman Mack called the conven
that Mr. Bryan himself became a Oregon Bryan 9; Parker 1.
Bryan for Chairman
t
HARMON NOT ANXIOUS i"
New York, June 25. Henry
W.
ficers
of Tang Shao Yi have offered
tion
to
order
at
12:16
m.
p.
and prac
Kern, continuing, protested against
candidate for the temporary chairPennsylvania Bryan 67; Parker 9.
Columlbusi,
Ohio, June 25. GoverTaft
said
deto
his
their
today just prior
resignations. These advices
tically quieted the uneasy and noisy adverse cries of Bryan, exclaiming
Rhode Island Parker 10.
nor Harmon spent the day in his ofmanship.
for
on
parture
the
Kaiser
were
Europe
received
nof
old
meant
leader
mrongs.
South Carolina Bryan 18.
today by the state d
Judge Parker entered the that jeers for the
fice at th,e capitol getting his inforAfter Bryan had made a speech
II, that his brother, the presiconvention hall just after the pro democratic homicide, but suicide. partment.
South Dakota Bryan 10.
mation
from Baltimore from occasion
nominating Senator Kern of Indiana
was
firm in the opinion that he
dent
ceedings had opened, acacompanied When Parker declined to withdraw
Tennessee Parker 17; Bryan 7.
al messages from his lieutenants and
and attacking Alton B Parker, Kern
would
be
a
second
term.
The
given
by the New York delegation.
Chang Chow Threatened
Texas Bryan 40.
There he placed Mr. Bryan in nomination
from the newspapers her.
He made a plea for
, took' the stand.
was little demonstration. Continued with the declaration that:
Amoy, China, June 25. A force of third party, Mr. Taft predicted, would
"If the
4.
Utah
Parker
4;
"I will depend on
him
to
Join
asked
Parker
Bryan
harmony,
friend, said Gov
not
detract
from
the
000
president's ernor Harmon
Chinese counter revolutionists
disorder delayed the opening proceed appeals did
avail, then the demo
Vermont Parker 8.
In withdrawing from the contest for
today, "for information
Mr.
will
Taft
and
his
wife
strength.
is
to
to
turn
must
be occupying a
reported today
the acknowledged
ings and Chairman Mack appealed to crats
of Interest. No one has been detaled
Virginia Parker 1; Bryan 10.
temporary chairman and substitutbe abroad until September.
delegates to take their seats and leader and tha. leader must be Wil strong position In the mountain
to keep me Informed. They know I
Washington Bryan 14.
ing any one of a list of several men.
along the North river, about 50 miles
clear the aisles
liam Jennings Bryan."
am not nervous and they will let me
West Virginia Parker
After waiting in vain for a reply
Bryan
from the city, and to he
while
A Texas delegate with a stentorian
followed
Great
Bry
'
cheering
know if anything of interest to me
threatening ROOSEVELT ARRIVES
from Parker, Kern himself withdrew
voice shouted to Chairman Mack that an again mounted The piatiorm and the city of Chang Chow.
happens."
26.
Wisconsin
and nominated Bryan. Again Bryan
Bryan
150 delegates still were in line outr motioned for order.
When asked regarding his attitude
'
took the platform. He accepted the
Bryan 6.
Wyoming
DEAD
IN NEW YORK CITY on the fight then
side
the hall and that the convention
Byan said he had appealed to one
2.
fin
being waged on
nomination and the lineup for the
Alaska Parker 4; Bryan
Wiesbaden,
25.
Germany, June
Sir
should not proceed until they could leader after another to accept, but in
Judge Parker for temporary chairman.
District of Columbia Parker 6.
al struggle was complete.
Laurens
the famous
Governor Harmon said:
get In. At 12:30 practically all the vain.
Hawaii Parker 4; Bryan 2.
The roll call was as tonows:
.
English painter, died here late last ANNOUNCES HE WILL HOLD
J
1!
no
If
other
And
ap
progressive
were
"I am not going to mix in It at all.
in
and
ueiegauons
place
2.
ap
Parker
4;
chalBryan
He had been suffering from
Philippines
Alabama, Parker 24. Vote
PARTY CONFERENCE
l night
declared
he
were
pears,
vehemently,
friends are looking after my InterMy
made
peals
for
again
order,
Porto Rico Bryan l ; ParKer 2.
ulceration of the stomach and was un
lenged and poll of delegation ordered.
THIS WEEK.
call for the democratic na shall accept the candidacy and let
ests
ine
and I am going to leave every
10.
Parker
1;
Bryan
Virginia
A sharp contest arose over the Alame, what you dergoing treatment. He was In his
you
through
express
tional
to them. They are on the
was
convention
thing
read
rormally
seventy-seventThe result of the ballot was: Par
year.
New York, June 25. Colonel Theobama vote, one delegate voting indiat 12:32 by one of the secretaries. have fought for for 16 years."
and are in close touch with
ground
j
4.
50G;
O'Gorman,
dore Roosevelt reached New York the situation.
Theodore A. Bell of California took
vidually for Bryan, the state chair- ker, 579; Bryan,
do not care to discuss
Tenne-see- , Cardinal Gibbons, in his brilliant scarOn
Lea
motion
Luke
of
of
man maintaining that the unit rule
let robes pronounced the opening in- the platform to second the nomination FEATBERVEIGHTS LOOK on the Twentieth Century Limited at that case at all."
election
as
Parker's
temporary
In9:45 a. m. today. He went directly
gave Alabama's 24 votes to Parker.
the
entire assemblage of Parker. Cries of "vote, vote,"
was
made unanimous. vocation,
Bell.
Alabama, Bryan 1;. Parker 22. chairman
to
of
his editorial offices and will go
the
.
speech
terrupted
RIOT ON COAST
standing with bowed heads.
FOR PLACE TO FIGHT to Oyster Bay later. He said he
Roll call: Arizona Bryan 4; Par Judge Parker was escorted to the
to Inter
continued
disorder
Great
Senator
Los Angeles, Calif., June 25. A riot
Kern
..
entered
the hall as
MisStone
of
Senator
by
platform
2.
ker
would have no statement to give oul occurred at
the prayer closed and received a rupt Bell and' the galleries were warn
the federal building tosouri, Senator Lea of Tennessee, and
Arkansas Parker 18.
would be cleared tomorrow ATTELL AND MURPHY WILL NOT today, but added that probably within
they
ed
round
of
day when sentences of 11 months In
applause.
New
of
amid
Westcott
Jersey,
Judge
California Parker 18; Bryan 7;
a week there would be a conference
the disorderly scenes continued.
BE ALLOWED TO BATTLE IN
Cheers for Parker.
prison were imposed upon Ricardo
continued cheers.
Kern 1.
in New York with members of the Flores Magon, Anselmo Figueroa, EnDALY CITY, CALI- FRepresentative Fitzgerald of Brooklyn
Chairman Mack directed the
The doors of the convention hall
of
Colorado Parker 4; Bryan 6.
committee selected to conduct his rique Magon and Librado Rivera, Mexof the names of the temporary of was recognized to speak in behalf
Connecticut Parker 12; Bryan 2.
opened at 1 ocioek. a, heavy rain ficers. The
spoke amid decithird
Parker.
Fitzgerald
San
party campaign.
25.
June
ican revolutionary leaders convicted
lAbe
Francisco,
name
first
Attell,
Alton B.
was falling and it was a full hour beDelaware Bryan 6; Parker 0.
Accompanying Mr. Roosevelt were last week of having violated
Parker of New York, for temporary sive veils, from all quarters. The former featherweight champion, "Harthe
fore there were any considerable
were In great dis- lem
Florida Bryan 1; Parker 11.
Tommy" Murphy and their man- Mrs. Roosevelt, Frank Munsey, E. A. American neutrality laws.
was greeted with a great floor and galleries
chairman,
11
number of arrivals. At
o'clock the
x
Georgia Parker 28.
of Philadelphia,
agers are busy today trying to pick Van Valkenberg,
One hundred sympathizers attackwave of cheering to which the band order.
seats set apart for the delegates and added
Idaho Bryan 8.
Senator Kern Becomes III
a ring site for the 20 round fight former Governor Regis Post of Por ed the police. Several women were
its lively strains. ,
alternates were empty and there
Illinois Parker 58.
It was reported Senator Kern had whicbj was to have come off in James to Rico and members of the Outlook Injured in a fierce fight which follow- William Jennings Bryan rose sudtaken ill from the heat and had Cofforth's arena at Daly City on July staff.
Indiana Parker 21; Bryan 8, one were not more than fifty spectators
been
ed in the street A large number of
on
the platform and was greetdenly
an- 4.
on hand.
to his hotel. Fitzgerald
not voting.
gone
arrests were made.
ed with Immense cheering.
Bryan
As the noon hour approached the
that Parker would not withIowa Parker 13; Bryan 13.
The trustees of Daly City, a suburb
Waiting on Democrats
stood in the center of the platform nounced
A band played
hall filled rapidly.
Kansas Bryan 20.
of San Francisico, by a vote of 3 to 2
THE FUNK TRIAL.
Chicago, June 25. Progressive par
while wave after wave of tumultous draw.
Martin shouted refused, late last
Sergeant-at-Arm- s
Kentucky Parker 17;
Bryan popular, airs and was frequently ap cheering swept over the hall. He moChicago, June 25. A jury was obnight, to grant Cof ty headquarters for Illinois were open
The first wave or applause
above the disorderly' din that the froth a permit. They based their ac- ed today in the Congress hotel. Med-II- I tained
one not voting.
plauded.
tody to hear evidence in the
tioned for silence, but the cheering
'
convention would be adjourned unless tion on the publication of a newspacame
when
the
Texas
en
Louisiana Farkej 10; Bryan 10.
delegation
McCormick announced the opening suit of John C. Henning against Clarkept up.
order could be secured and the speak- - per story, after the last
tered, waving a Wilson banner.
Maine Parker 11; Bryan 1.
and It was said that permanent offi- ence S, Funk, general manager of the
.
.
.
T)
si
secured quiet and
unauy
'
likened to. A platoon of police
bout here, that Murphy had cers would be chosen later. Leaders International Harvester company, for
Cardinal Gibbons entered the hall Ban
Bryan
Maryland Parker 14;
placing in nomination was marsnanea into xne nan una agreed to let Attell win and
at 11:43 o'clock accompanied by a for speaKing, chairman
then in the new party said today they $25,000 for the alleged alienation or
temporary
Senator Kern down Jhe aisles In an effort to quell "double crossed" him in
the ring. At- would not take any active steps to- Mrs. Henning's affections. 'Henning
Massachusetts Parker 15; Bryan number of convention officials. Pop- of Indiana. The
delegates rose, cheer
tell was outfought and lost the
ward organization in this state until was in court, but Funk was not
'
ular southern airs culminating with ed and
17; O'Gorman 4.
swing their hats. Bryan spoke
(Continued on Page Four)
after the Baltimore convention.
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GOVERNOR VILL NO! INTERVENE

10 STOP

FLYNN-JOHNSD-

MATCH

N

Chief Executive, in Lengthy Statement, Gives His Views in Regard
to Boxing in New Mexico Declares lie Will Not Intervene if
Laws Are Respected and Requests Gty and County Officers to
See That Stautes Are Obeyed-L- as
Vegans Are Greatly Pleasat
ed the Attitude of the Governor.
Governor McDonald will not Interfere with the staging of the
battle for the world's heavyweight championship, which, as everybody knows, is to be pulled off In
Laa Vegas.
Complying with hi a promise Gover
nor McDonald last night issued a
statement of his position In regard
to the bout. The governor's statement was received here over the telephone. It Is lengthy and it took the
stenographers some time to transcribo
it Newspaper men at once prepared
to put the story on the wire, but were
Informed 'that It already had 'been
sent out from Albuquerque, showing
that the governor's favorite newspaper had been properly taken care of.
In short, the governor states that
the fight may .be staged here provided no laws are infracted. The chlol
executive quotes Attorney General
Clancy's opinion that there is no law
tinder which the bout can be staged
and asserts that unless the battle, by
causing the laws to be defiled, becomes a menace to Las Vegas and the
state, he will not call out the militia
to ring down the curtain on the show.
The city and county officers are requested, in the statenvent, to use every means at their disposal to preserve order. The governor's statement
in full is aa follows:
The full text of Governor McDonald's message Is as follows:
Aa early as the ninth of February
at a reception tendered me by the
ztns of Las Vegas, I expressed my opposition to the th,en rumored Johnson-Flyn- n
fight. The public press quoted
me correctly in the main as to my
stated opinion. March 11 began the
' first session of the New Mexico legislature. Shortly after that two bills
were introduced .one legalizing prize
The
fighting, the other forbiddnig.
former passed the house. Both were
emothered in the senate committee.
On the 11th day of May, the1 attorney
general of New Mexico, the law officer of the stajie, gave an opinion to
the district attorney of San Miguel
county bearing directly on the above
mentioned fight, wherein he used the
following language:
"If there were no statutory definition whatever of what constitutes an
affray there would be more room to
contend that the proposed fight would
be a violation of the law, than there
is in the presence of such a statute
as the one above quoted, but the legist
lature having given this statutory definition, it must he held that any other is excluded. If public sentiment is
opposed to these exhibitions the remedy must be supplied by the people
'
through their representatives in the
legislature by way of distinct and unmistakable statutory prohibition."
Flynn-Johnso-

the

On

28th day

special message to
questing it to take
closed as follows:
"It seems to me,

n

circumstances now demand that some
action be taken Immediately ' to the
end that the citizens of New Mexico
may understand what the legislative
body represents in regard to the subject herein mentioned. I, myself, real
izlng to the full extent, the obligations of my oath and my responsibility to the people of New Mexico, do
not hesitate to recommend' that such
action be taken aa will surely prevent
this prize fight and ro far as possible
forever forbid any such contest being
held on New Mexico soil.
Neither house tools any further action than already mentioned. The
fight promoters backed and encouraged by a few citizens, who seemed to
consider that they were beyond the
reach of the lay, kept steadily on,
presuming, as I believe that thre was
no law to stop them. Were they Jus
The attorney
tified in that belief?
general said they were.
The legislature said that there would
be no more law on the subject The
question now is: Does the situation
Justify extraordinary exercise of the
power of the chief Executive?
There are several questions Involved m reaching a proper answer. The
chief Is, will the local authorities of
Las Vegas and of San Miguel county
enforce the laws of the Btate now on
tht statute books? If they do this,
THERE WILL BE NO INTERFEROR
MILITIA
THE
ENCE FROM
OTHERWISE.
conditions,
Should they fail, and
dangerous to the welfare of the state
as expressed in Its laws, and intolerable to the law abiding citizens of
San Miguel county, occur, then all the
power that can possibly be invoked
by the executive branch of our state
government will be used to suppress
and destroy the evil and vice attendant upon the gathering together d

objectionable offenders and the state
saved from the disgrace that all
The
good citizens should deplore.
aroused shocked moral sense of our
people will never tolerate or permit
such another mistake to be", made by
the misled actions of any locality.
Those who stand ever ready to take
advantage of the bad example and attempt to make a rule of an exception,
will do well to prove the contrary of
this statement which follows, from
of June
the Chicago Record-Herald

16, 1912.
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Good
Meals

at Camp Comfort

The boys at Camp Comfort are using

the same stove that they had last year.
It was the best they could get It was a

Berctioit

-

Oil

Cook-stov-

e

This, year they tot a New Perfection Oven
Abo a New Perfection Toaster
Also a New Perfection Broiler
" Gee, what a difference in the meals a good
stove makes," said one of the boys.
They will tell their mothers and wives about
the stove, too. For the New Perfection Oil
Cook-stov- e
is as convenient for the home as for
the camp. It will bake, broil, roast and toast as
well as a regular coal range.

The New Perfection
Stove u handsomely

finished in nickel, with
cabi net top.drop shelves,
towel racks, etc Made
with I, 2 or 3 burners.
Free Cook-Boo- k
with
every stove. Cook-Boo- k
also given to anyone
sending 5 cents to cover
mailing cost

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boise, Salt Lake City

Butte,

MUST

WOMAN? LIFE

SERVE WHOLE

FROM 45 to 50

SENTENCE

Interesting Experience of Two
Women Their Statements
Worth Reading.

GUil

In Which You can Buy (he Newest and Best Merchandise

GDCJE

the fire, fighters. The three days'
program provides for a street parade and numerous prize competitions.
OHIO MUSIC TEACHERS
Columbus, O., June 25. The thirteenth annual meeting of the Ohio
Music Teachers' association began in
ColuirA-T- s
today with a large numbar
of prominent musicians and Instruct
ore present from various parts of the
state. Charles E. Davis, of Columbus
is presiding over the sessions. The
gathering will continue thtee days
and will Include several concerts and
recitals in addition to the regular

business sessions.

the Season at

of

YmUM Mir IF

Remember, these GREEN TAG SALES are the greatest money savin events of the
advantage of the opportunity make Two dollars do the work of Three.

Laa Vo3"Leadin5toro
Sale For
Cash Only

&.$Gse4wafii6 Son
EsiaULshod 1862

No

!

Ttders

South Side PIajo.

IT PAYS

WHY

two-third-

CAROLINA FIREMEN
Rock Hill, S. C, June 25. The South
Carolina Firemen's association began
its annual meeting and tournament
here today. Firemen accompanied
by bands and citizens arrived on every train. The city Is decorated and
numerous electrical arches welcome

SQ

JJOUCJIZ

OrJLY A FEVJ r.lORE DAYS

Pink-ham-

seems that there are several village!
on the grant and the residents of
those villages feared that their muni
cipal rights might be ieopardiztd.
These towns1 aret Ojosoreo, Canada da
los Alamos, Trampas, Valle, Llano and
Chamisal.
Meetings were held in
each of these towns, and the people
were assured that their possessions
would not be inhered with in any
manner and all disputes were amicably
adjusted so that the towns will not
bring suits to protect their rights, as
such oction will not be necessary.

GREEN TAG GALE

GEMI-ANNU- AL

QAUWWAV

ESCAPED CONVICT OBLIGED TO
PAY PENALTY FOR LEAVING
PRISON

Asheville, N.C "I suffered for years
Santa Fe, N M., June 23. Had
with female trouble while going through
Charles
Gardner not escaped from the
the Change of Life. I tried a local physician for a couple of years without any convict road camp In. Bernalillo counsubstantial benefit Finally after re- ty, three weeks ago he would have
's
been paroled next month. Now he
peated suggestions to try Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound, I quit my must serve two more years having
physician and commenced using it with been under Indeterminate sentence
the happiest results. I am today pracof from two to thTee years. He had
tically well woman and anxious to contribute my mite towards inducing: others almost served his two years with his
to try your frreat medicine, as I am fully good time allowance when
he ran
persuaded that it will cure the ailments away. He wae caught 110 miles east
from which I Buffered if given a fair of Roewell in what is known as the
chance.
" If you think this letter will contrib-at- e Plains Country after a fight with deputy sheriffs. No one was wounded
anything: towards further introducing
your medicines to afflicted women who during the fight
Gardner la now enroute here in
are passing through this trying period,
it is with great pleasure I consent to its charge of officers and will be kept In
publication." Mrs. Julia A. .MOOBE, close confinement for the balance of
17 East St., Asheville, N. C.
his terra. He is the last escaped con
The Cane of Mrs. Klrltn.
vict from Bernalillo county to be reCircleville, Ohio. "I can truthfully taken and Superintendent McManus
cay that I never had anything do me so was
especially anxious for his capmuch good during Change of Life as Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. ture.
Gardner was sent up from Chaves
"Before I had taken one half a bottle
of it I began to feel better, and I have county last spring, a year ago, after
continued taking it My health is better he pljoaded guilty to stealing 50 head
than it has been for several years. If of horses from the
Thompson ranch.
all women would take it they would es- His
term
was
to four years.
three
cape untold pain and misery at this time
of life." Mrs. Alice KlRLlN, 358 W. He told the deputies after the capture that he fled while one of the
Mill St., Circleville, Ohio.
The Change of Life is one of the most guards was asleep.
critical periods of a woman's existence.
Slncje he had been out he had been
At such times women may rely upon Lydia stealing horses along the territory
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
covered.
He was first noted at the FInley
ture. Then if prize fights are consid- ranch Thursday, where he stole $40, a
s
ered desirable
and Winchester. T,he peo
of that body
can pass a bill that may make such ple out that way at once notified the
exhibitions possible, after that time.
sheriff's office and his force was at
once on his trail. Deputies Loveless
TO DISCUSS POLICY OF EMPIRE and Browning first sighted Gardner at
Plainview.
He saw them and waved
Montreal, June 25. Much public in
terest is manifested in the mission of his gun at them. They followed on
Premier Borden and his colleagues, at a regular cowboy gait for seven
who are sailing for England tomorrow miles. They could not catch up with
on the steamship Royal George. him for 20 or 25 miles and when they
did so It was out on the open plans.
Among those accompanying the pre
He saw they were gaining on him
mier are Hon. John D. Hazen, minis
He
got off his horse, and took to the
ter of marine and naval service; Hon.
brush for protection, lying down.
sage
Charles J. Dougherty, minister of jus
When the officers were about 300
tice; Hon. L. P. Pelletier, postmaster
yrads from him, Gardner opened fire,
general. Admiral Kingsmill and A. E. Just
grazing Loveless' horse's hoof.
Blount the premier's secretary. It Is
Loveless returned the fire.
.
tm,i-the, eeneral belief that tha cHo(
v
Mf
(Seeing that he wa trapped the cV
pone of the premier's visit to England
at this time is to consult the impe
rial authorities concerning the naval bis hands.
'
Barela Brought to Prison
policy to be determined by the Cana
senunder
Casimiro
Jose
Barela,
dian government. The belief that the
tence of from one to five years for
naval policy la to be th,e principal
murder was brought to Santa Fe) from
subject of discussion is strengthened Colfax
county by Sheriff Abe Hixen-baugby the fact that Messrs. Hazen and
and placed In the state peniDougherty are particularly well versed
Barela was handcuffed and
on that subject. Mr. Pelletier, It is tentiary.
but gave no trouble.
closely
guarded
understood, is going over to consult
Custodian Board
Capitol
with the British authorities on postal
board will or-

"With these bouta being planned
and many more in the making Las Vegas sure is in right as far as the
The lawboxing game is concerned.
makers of New Mexico are helping and cable rates.
the cause of pugilism1 a3 much as possible and have paved the way for fuTRAMPAS TOWNS REMAIN
ture entertainments by passing measSanta Fe, N. M., June 25. A. B.
ures boosting the game. The legisla-- , Renehan, attorney for a certain group
tors are making of New Mexico a of residents on the
Trampas land
of May 1 sent a "mecca" for boxing and the men of grant, in Taos county, haa returned
unreto
are
the profession
beginning
the legislature
from a visit to the big grant where
some action, and derstand this fact"
all difficulties between the residents
The time Is not long between now on the
grant and the owners of the
however, that the and the next session of the legisla- land, were finally adjusted.
O. N. Marron and Charles C. Catron,
also attorneys, visited the grant in the
interests of their respective clients. I t
(
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ADVERTISED

TO BUY
GO&ESS

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
,
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
'
money in telling others of their goodness.
T

I

,

.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

The capital custodian

ganize with J. W. Mayes of Santa Fe,
chairman. R, P. Ervlen is the statutory secretary. Frank Butte ie the
two
The following
third member.
guards were appointed: Francisco Or
tiz y Baca and Manuel Ortiz y Rodri
guez.
,

PRIMARIES IN NORTH DAKOTA
Grand Forks, N. D., June 25. At
the statewide primary election today
the voters of North Dakota expressed

their preferences for nominees flor
state officers and representatives In
congress. Tickets were placed in the
field by the democrats and the two
factions of the republican party. Rep
resentative Louis B. Hanna of Fargo
appeared on thie ballot as candidate
for the republican nomination for governor. Opposing him Mr. Hanna as
the choice of the stalwart, republicans
for the head of the ticket was C. A.
Johnson of Minot. The progressive re
publican choice for the governorship
was J.' A. Buchanan of Buchanan.
Candidates for tlve democratic noml- -

Duttyt Purs Malt Whiskey
ii the greatett

Strength Builder and
Tonic Stimulant

ROCHESTER,

M. CUNNINOHAn
FRANK SPRINOER ,

president!;

N

N.

j

'

X"

V

LAS VEGAS

J

X

3 0.

T.

HOSKINS, Cashier

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Migel National Bank

m. G. IlaydoD

assists in keeping the
entire system In a normal, healthy condition and stopping the inroads of disease
and old age. It is a family medicine that
no medicine chest should be without.
' CAUTION. When you ask
yoordrnnist,
rrocer or dealer tor Duffy'a
Pure halt
Whiskey, be sure you get the genuine. It
la an absolutely pure medlclnalmalt whiskey, and is sold IN SEALED BOTTLES
ONLY never in bulk. Look lor the trademark, tha "Old Chemist," on the label,
and make sure tha seal over the cork Is
unbroken.
Price $1.00 a large bottle.
Write our Medical Department, for an
illustrated medical booklet containing
testimonials and rules for health and doc
tors' advice, both sent free.
ULT WHISIET COIPANT.

3.

Office with the San

blood and eive
strength and elasticity to the muscles. It

DUFFT

Surplus
$50,000.00

j;$ioo,ooo.oo

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

known to medicine.
It ia wonderfully
effective ai an aid to
digestion, to nourish
the body, stimulate
the circulation of the!

TBI

Capital Paid in

H T.

President
President
Treasurer

H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Vice

Interest Padd on Deposia
nation for governor were George P, tion on the
progressive reriihn
.Tones of Edgeley and F. O. Hellstroin et. The
complete results of the
of Bismarck.
H. T. Helgeson,
who
probably will not be known unshares with Mr. Hanna the honor til late tomorrow.
The factional fight
of representing North Dakota In the In the
remihlifjin
.
.unn UH.S given
national house of representatives, ap- much
encouragement to the democrats
..
peared as a candidate for renomina- - anil it
. ,D cApcciea
i.j mat the
vote will

y

.

be the largest ever1
polled by that
ty in North Dakota,

par-

cured in from three to four
days by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and
the dlrtions with eact
For sale by all dealers. -

wlTf,

LAI VEGAS

GOTHAM

BE

TO

BABY NEEDS WASHING
IN SUMMER TIME

A FOREIGN

Their Little Stomachs Get Out of
Order Easily In Hot
Weather.

CITY
ALIEN INVASION WILL 600N PUT
FOREIGN BORN PEOPLE IN
THE MAJORITY.
New York, June 25. Statistics
just collected hero reveal the start-Hufact that in a few more years
if the present rate of foreign immigration continues, New York actually
will cease to be an American city to
poputh extent that its native-borlation will be in an actual .minority.
Already forty per cent of the total
population is foreign born and the
proportion is steadily increasing. An
analysis of the racial elements composing this vast cosmopolitan population reveals some surprising facts.
One of the most striking of these is
that the metropolis is being rapidly
Russianized.
Former subjects of the
crar already outnumber all other forwithin the city.
eign nationalities
There are 483,580 of them or one- fourth of the entire population of St.
Petersburg and more than a third of
that of Moscow. Next in numerical
strength come the Italians. TSe pop
ulation of Genoa brought bodily to
New York would not: come within a
hundred thousand of the city's 340,524 inhabitants of that made. All the
Irishmen in Cork multiplied two and
a half times would not equal the
number of Celts In New York, which
is 252,528. Out of 18 of the foremost
countries, Germany and Ireland alone
are less well represented in 1910 than
in 1900, To make the existing slump
more remarkable these two nations
led all others in 1900. In 10 years
the German figure has fallen rom
324,198 to 279,242 and the Irish col
Of the
only from 275,073 to 252,528.
nations the Turks have
increased most rapidly in the past de
cade having grown in number from
9,982. "'Newfoundland, not
1,400 to
represented in 1900, now has a colony
of 1,028. The inclination of the im
migrant to remain in New York is
shown by the fact that at present
the city has 14.4 per cent of the entire foreign-bor- n
population of the
United States. Apparently the Dutch
fhAir
-" i fiaftafioH
aio nftn
hui.,uwu with
f j waII
own country, since but 4,180 of them
are included in the ctty's roster
of foreign born, an increase of but
years. The
1,573 in the past ten
changing complexion of the foreign
invasion is shown in many ways but
most graphically perhaps hy the predominance of the leading race at public gatherings and in the street cars.
g

n

well-know- n

Bowery Loses Prestige.
Nothing that has happened to the
Bowery since the passing of Steve
Brodie has caused such intense anguish along the venerable thoroughfare as the rumored defection of the
clan Sullivan. The old Occidental

hotel, Bowery and Broome, where for
have plan-Bej ears East Side politicians
their battles is to be deserted for
the hotel St. Denis at Broadway and
Eleventh street. The oldtimers refuse to credit the report but from
Barney Flynn's tea hose on the
south to the palm room of "The Alligator" on the north, the Bowery of
song and story, what is left of it, Is
stunned. So benumbing is the r
port that "Big Tim" Sullivan Is to
to Broadway that the keenest
minds are befuddled.. At "The Doc- d

reWomen who bear children, and
who
prepare
those
are
main healthy
their systems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.

work the crisis
nature In its
definds her system unequal to the
mands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
No remedy is so truly a
ailments.
as Mother's Friend,
nature
to
lielp
and no expectant mother should fail
to use it It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused hy the strain on
elasths ligaments, makes pliant andwhich
tic those fibres and muscles numb.nature is expanding, prevents
ness of limbs, and soothes the inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
Mother's
may not be safely met
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
rearing of her
Mother's T
child.
Friend is sold at J
pre-nat-
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THINGS LOOK GOOD FOR THE BIG EXHIBITION
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Mothers should watch closely the
condition of the children's bowels,
babies especially.
Keep the bowels
regular and much of the illness to
which children are most susceptible
in summer can be prevented.
The most prevalent symptoms are
constipation and diarrhoea. When
waste from the stomach congests in
the bowels and makes your little one
feverish and fretful, with a feeling of
heaviness or languor, try giving it a
spoonful of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepthis
sin at bedtime. By morning
pleasant, mild laxative will act gently, yet positively, and restore normal
conditions. This simple, natural rem
in checking
edy is also Invaluable
summer diarrhoea.
By thoroughly
cleansing the bowels, the foreign
matter and poisons that irritate and
inflame the tissues are eliminated.
Don't torture the child with harsh
.cathartic, purgative or astringent
remedies, that upset the whole Bys
tem, and at best only relieve tempo1
Pep
Syrup
rarily. Dr. Caldwell's
sin, while positive in its effect, acts
gently and without griping or discomfort, restoring normal conditions.
In using Syrup Pepsin for children
the mother can feel perfectly safe, as
It contains no opiates or narcotic
drug, being a combination of simple
laxative herbs with pepsin. By car
rying off the dislodged tissues of mu
cous membrane that inflame the nas
al passages it will quickly break the
"summer cold" that Is so annoying.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is sold
by druggists for fifty cents a bottle
the larger family size, one dollar. A
free trial bottle, postpaid, can be obtained by writing to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 406 Washington street, Monti-cellIllinois.
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"FORT" CANNED GOODS

.

tors" where before seven o'clock in
the morning a "shock" costs but a
n'ckle and includes a treat by the
house, the bartender absentminded-l- y
treated twice upon hearing the
news.
The Bowery's most efficient
panhandler, Blind Pete," reached his
post on Fourteenth street minus the
blue goggjes which keep the sun's
rays from Injuring his' eyesight. Of
one thing the Bowery feels sure,
however, that in honorof the birthday of the leader of the Sullivans in
February there will as usual be free
shoes for everybody. But the oldtim- ors are worried. In the name of progress even the name of their street
has been threatened and now its political renown seems to be
"

War On Coats.
Goats with harrassed expressions
all over New York's farthest north,
the Bronx, are scuttling furtively up
steep hillsides and into convenient alleys at the sight of a bluecoat and
The Morriasania
brass buttons.
court, presided over by Magistrate
Breen, resembles a scene in the Alps
with goats coming and going. .The
of all
cause is a police round-uBronx goats owing to the fact that a
careless member of the flock consumed the sacred rose garden of a
militant citizeness and later refused
to permit her to enter her own house.
A burning letter- from the owner of
the rose garden crystallized sectional
feeling against a multlplicate of goats
and an official raiding party including a police captain and a dignified
inspector set out on horseoack to
bring in the animals. Inside of two
hours the police cohorts had 30 goats
locked up in the stable. Then the
excited owners began to arrive, most
of them daughters of sunny Italy.
They wanted the goats to milk. Some
that were a different kind of goat
The charge
were wanted anyhow.
against the owners was that of having goats without a permit. One Joseph Caprlone informed the magistrate
that he had a permit for his goat
but the goat ate It. After fifteen defendants had explained the merits of
their goats, the magistrate feeling
that his own goat was slipping away
decreed that all the captives should
be' restored upon the proauctlon of
a permit. Most of them have been
bailed out.
A
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Moulding Child Character.

Finest Quality Fruits and

enrCHIT

fiSL&eEs? FleldtoCan

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND .VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

-

That receding chins breed weak
characters, rather than weak charac
ters a retiring facial alignment, is the
theory advanced by a New York doc
tor and dentist who is to he given an
opportunity to test his unique theory
upon the pupils of one of the city's
industrial schools. The serious con
tention is made that the conformation
of children's teeth has much to do
with their mentality. "The lower Jaw
controls the development of' the
bones of the head," says the exponent of the new theory. "These are
expanded or contracted according to
the position of the lower Jaw, which
in turn owes much to ithe condition
stores.
T7mf
drug
or more particularly to the placing of
Write for our free
k
teeth." A missing tooth is held to
book for expect- much be a
contains
which
calamity which will impede
ant mothers
As the children
Taluable information, and many sug- mental progress.
nature.
are to be
the
whom
gestions of a helpful
experiments
upon
REGULATOR CO., AtUiU, Ca.
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EXCURSIONS
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1

PUEBLO, COLO. $11.90

SPRINGS $13.70

COLORADO

'

DENVER $10.60

1
J
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OH 6
KAClNS- - WITH

9A.OKAM

rue B

made are the wards of charity, an
amination disclosed plenty of material
for the ' beneficent ministrations of
science.
Whatever may be the result of proving or disproving the chin
and character theory, the subjects of
experimentation will at least be the
gainers in point of appearance and
will receive a lot of expensive den-

tistry gratis.
A Huge Tusk.
One thousand dollars a day,
annually, is the cost of
ediGothamltes with
tions of the telephone directory, the
June issue, of which is at present be
ing delivered to 280,000 subscribers.
The total number of directories to te
issued amounts to 1,385,000.
Ea:h
subscriber receives two books, ne
for the city and another listing Su
burban telephones. About half a million of these directories will be delivered by hand, which will require the
services of 400 men for a period of
fifteen days. Even with the three
yearly Issues ifi is difficult to keep
the telephone directory up to date,
and within the past four months two
additional exchanges have been added. For a time the new names,
"Stagg" and "Woodlawn" will doubt
less add to the 'phone girl's tribula-tlo- s
through forgetfulness on the part
of subscribers who have been shifted. The present distribution of
directories forms a sharp contrast to the first issue in 1878. Then
there were but 252 subscribers in the
entire city.

is open

Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey In
charge. Auto to carriage house, Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. m returning same day. For passage phone
Main 385 or leave order at Murpheya,
Cutler Brothers or Plaza HoteL
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SHE
WOULD

FAINT

Mrs. Delia Long Unable to Stand
On Her Feet More Than a Few
Minutes at a Time.
Pendergrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia lions,
of this place, in a recent letter, says:
"For five or six years, I suffered agon
lea with womanly troubles.
Often, I couldn't sit up more than a
few minutes at a time, and if I stood
on my feet long, I would faint
I took Cardul, and it helped me immediately. Now, I can do my work all
the time, and don't suffer like I did."
Take Cardul when you feel ill In any
way weak, tired, miserable, or nnder
the weather. Cardul is a strength-buildintonio medicine for women.
It has been found to relieve pain and
distress caused by womanly troubles,
and is an excellent medicine to have on
g

hand at all times.
Cardul acts on the womanly constitution, building up womanly strength,
toning np the nerves, and regulating
the womanly organs.
Its. halt century of success is due to
merit. It has done good to thousands.
Will you try it? It may be Just what
you need. Ask your druggist about
Cardul. He will recommend it
ra
K. B . Write to : Ladle" Advisory tXtrt.. Oi-ooMedicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,tor Special
"Homa
T
ol
JnstructionSf and
book,
reals
far Woman," sent in plain wraoper. ra raouaab
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ST.

LOUIS,

MO.

ST. PAUL, MINN $45.30

$40.30

CHICAGO, ILL

or

SPtCtAU TRAINS To

ex-

"HARVEYS"
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Mrs. E. W, Pattison on art and art
Miss Helen V. Boswell on
education;
San Francisco, Calif., June 25.
industrial and social conditions;
Several thousand club women, repre Mrs. Olaf N.
Guldin, on household
senting women's clubs of every de- economics; Mrs. George Zimmerman
scription and in every section of the on civics; Mrs. Frances Squire Potcountry are gathered here to attend ter on literature and
library extenthe eleventh biennial convention of sion; Mrs. Lawrence
Maxwell on
the General Federation of Women's music and musical
Mrs. C.
training;
clubs, which formally opened here to Crockett on
Mrs. H.
public
health;
unday and will continue in session
N. Bushnell on legislation; Dr. Jestil July 5. The gathering of delegates sica Peixotta of
the University of
Is by far the largest which ever at
Colorado, and Mrs. Sarah Piatt Dectended one of these biennial con ker on "The
Legal and Economic
ventions and, Judging from the elab- Status of Women."
orate program, the numerous promiThe delegates will be kept quite
nent speakers scheduled to address busy
during the sessions of the conthe convention and the intense intervention, hut to relieve the strain of
est shown by the attending delegates, the hard work there will be
many enthe biennial which
opened
today tertainment features
arranged
,by the
promises to exceed in importance all local committee. On
CLUB WOMEN AT SAN ,"RANCISCO

$46.30
i

Also rates to many

other points in East, North East, Wes

and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
Tickets on sale daily June 1st. to Sept 30th. are first class
and good for, stop over in either direction. Final return
limit October 31st, 1912.
i
Also tickets good for return within
sale to many points in East.

days from date on

60

NEW YORK, N. Y. VIA STANDARD LINES

VIA DIFFERENTIAL

LINES

$75.30

$72.30
i

For further information call on or write.

I.

I).

BATC11E10R,

Agent.

i

previous gatherings qt the federation.
Today's ' program does not liiclude
a business session. The afternoon
reception was planned to give the
delegates an opportunity to become
acquainted with one another and with
the general officers of the federation.
In the evening meeting at the Sutter
street pavilion the visiting delegates
will be welcomed by Mrs. Ev G.
president of the local board
and other officials and a number of
responses will be made by leading
delegates.' The first business session
will be held at the Sutter street pavilion tomorrow morning, when the
president of the federation, Mrs. PhilDen-nisto-

Friday of this

week there will be,! no session's, and
me ueiegaies win lane part in ine
celebration of Santa Clara Day, with
Its flower parades and other gorgeous

DE VARGAS PAGEANT

spectacles.
On "July

the delegates will be the
guests of the Commercial club at a
ride In the bay during the morning
and in the afternoon they will be en- entertained by thet California delegates at Fairmount ' Park. At the
meeting In the evening Frances
Squire Potter will read the declaration of peace and Baroness Von Sutt- ner will speak on peace, by the cour
tesy of the Peace Society of Amer4,

ica.
ip N. Moore, of St. Louis, will subOn the afternoon of July 2, a musi
mit her report. The rest of the ses- cal at the Greek theater
in Berkesion will be devoted to the reading
ley, under the direction of Mrs. LawMxs.
of various committee reports.
rence Mawell will be the feature of
O. Shepard Barnum, chairman of the entertainment
for the delegates. In
department of education, will read a addition to these features there will
paper.
be a number of automobile and
The election of officers and direct- steamer trips to various
points of In
ors of the federation will be held on terest in the
of San Fran
vicinity
Wednesday afternoon, July 3, and in cisco.
the meantime, a great deal of campaign work will be done by the candidates for the principal offices and HAMILTON FISH TAKES A BRIDE
their friends. Particularly interest-- ; New York, June 25. The marriage
ing is the contest for the presidency, of Mrs. F. Delaplalne Amsinck and
with two candidates In the field, Mrs. Hamilton Fish, which took place toPhilip Carpenter, a noted New York day at the bride's home in Fifth avenue, brought together representatives
club woman and Mrs. Pedcy V.
of Austin, Tex., who has of two of New York's oldest and most
many friends among the- southern and prominent families. Mr. Fvsh is the
youngest son of the Hamilton Fish
western delegates.
who
was secretary of state in 1869
is
convention
the
for
The program
elaborate anad unusually Interesting. and later governor of New York. The
Howard H. Gross, president of the bride was the widow of the late
National Soil Fertility league, will he Gustave Amsinck. One of her nieces
one of the speakers on conservation is the wife of J. Bruce Ismay, mandirector of the White Star line.
night, and Overton W. Price of Wash- aging
Today's
t,
marriage is the second for
Gifford
of
Mr.
ington, a friend
will speak on forestry. Mrs. A. Fish and the third matrimonial venture for his bride.
Barton Miller, president of the Women's Rivers' and Harbors' congress,
r,
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TICKETS ON SALE JULY 3, 4 AND 5, 1912
FINAL RETURN LIMIT, JULY 6TH., 1912

Fare For The Round Trip

D. L. BATCH

ELOR, Agent.

Jefferson Raynolds President
Hallett Reynolds Cashier
ti. Erie HokeJAsst Cashier
Davis Vice President

E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Pin-cho-

Is

also scheduled for an address.

Wil-

liam Hard Will speak at the legislative session' on "Woman and the
Law." "Moral Teaching in Schools"
will be discussed by Prof. Maria San-forof the University of Minnesota.
Caroline Bartlett Crane will discuss
municipal housekeeping at one of the
morning sessions.
At the conferences various important subjects will be discussed by
noted speakers. Miss Laura Drake
Gill, president of the College of "Women at Suwanee, Tenn., University
of the South, will speak on vocational
guidance for girls. Mrs. Imogene B.
Oakley will speak on civil service;
d

When your child Has whooping
cough be careful to keep the cough
loose and expectoration easy by giving
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as may
be required. This remedy will also
liquify the tough muous and make it
easier to expectorate. It has been
successfully in many epidemics and
Is safe and sure. For sals by all
dealers.

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Ukdividid Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope ot Good Banking.

ns-e- d

Eacn age of our lives has its Joya
should be happy, and they
will be if Chamberlain's Tablets are
taken to strengthen the digestion and
These tabkeep the bowels regular.
lets are mild and gentle in their ao
tlon and especially suitable for people
of middle age and older. For sale by
all dealers.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Old people

EVERYBODY
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ESTABLISHED

M. PADGETT

LOSES FIRST

BRYAN

CO.

EDITOR

FIGHT F0RC0NTR0L
From. Page One)

(Continued

Entered 8t tie poetofflce at Eaw
La Vega, New Mexico, for transmis- the disorder. A .delegate vehemently
sion through the United State mailt protested a.?alnst "gag rule." Bryau
apaln took the' platform. Senator Luke
M 8cond class matter.
Lea of Tennessee declared from the
platform, f We- are not going to ha.ve
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
a mob like Chicago. I demand order."
,
Dally, by Carrier:
Bryan vs. Wall Street
far Copy
..1 .05
One Week
Bryan made a point of order that
16
'
a
One Month
85 Chairman '.Maoi had announced
disorof
the
call
roll
period
during,
On
7 60
Tear
der but that under the rules each side
Daily by Mall
6.00 should have opportunity to present Its
One Tear
'
-

'i 't
Cone .Johnson, o Texas aroused a
tremendous outburst by the declaraWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
r
tion:
fightMa now on with Bry
GROWER
12.00 an on one side aud Wall street on
One Year
,"
v,'
1.00 the other."
Six Month
Judge. Parker was , presented by
(Casta In Advance for Mail Substflp Chairman Mack and began his key
note speech as .temporary chairman.
tlong)
Remit by draft, check or money The crowds wearied by long delay,
rder. If sent otherwise we will not began leaving .the galleries and there
Ve responsible for loss.
was great disorder as Judgq Parker
Specimen copies free on appllca- - sought to proceed.
S.00 position

Bia Months

-'

rite

.

The convention adojurned until

lon.

ILL

8

o'clock tonight without Judge Parker

DISCONTINUED AT finishing his speech. ,
OF TIME
No Appointment With LaFollette.
PAID FOR.
William Jennings Bryan was asked
about a report that Senator LaFolAdvertisers are guaranteed the lette of Wisconsin, was on his way
largest dally and weekly circulation here from the west to see him.
of any newspaper In Northwestern
"I had not heard of it," said Mr.
New Mexico.
Bryan. '.'I have no appointment with
Senator LaFollette. I would be glad,
TELEPHONES
of course,.' to. see bto.'
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 2
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Candidates not Worrying
June 25. While the
Washington,
1912.
TUESDAY, JUNE 23,
battle alignment as being shaped in
Baltimore, two candidates for the dem
ANOTIIEH M V TH EXPLODED ocratic nomination for president and
one candidate for the vice presidency
So many wonderful tales have, like spent a quiet- day at the capitol.
Lochinvar, "come out of the west," peaker Clark stayed in his privte
that many people will be loth to be- office, read newspapers, saw a few
lieve "Death Valley Scotty's confes- visitors and kept" in touch with the
sion that his spectacular and roman- situation
through news dispatches and
PAPBR3

THE EXPIRATION

-

tic career was all a clever myth,
advices. "
and exploited for the benefit telephone
Underwood

of mining stock swindlers. To the
unsophisticated easterner there did
nob seem to be anything Impossible
in a miner discovering a fabulous
treasure in tie far-of- f
golden mountains and If they were ever inclined
to scrutinize the details too closely,
their attention was distracted by the
Slamor of "Death Vallty", that mysterious place ov,er which hovers the pall
of death that Is certain for all but
the most hardy and venturesome.
About everybody In the country "fell
for" the Scotty story. According to
the few details which he permitted
to escape him, all he had to do when
be ran short of change was to penetrate Into the wilds of Death Valley
and dig up a few thousands from the
inexhaustible store that was his right
of discovery. So long as there was
none to disprove his story it stood as
thfl truth and the public was confronted with the spectacle of a man
scattering $10 and $20 bills like the
leaves of the forest. A' special train,
costing a fabulous sum, dashed madly
across the continent for the sole pur
pose of getting Scotty to Chicago In
tk hurry and this was long before
the recent convention. Bellhops all
over the country awaited his coming
with feverish eagerness, for dompared
with Scotty John W. Gates, Plerpont
Morgan and all the rest of the
"spenders" were miserly pikers, who
blacked their own boots and bought
crackers and cheese lnster.d of real
meals.
And now comes the sorrowful Inteligence that Scotty has confessed
that It was all a "plant," a "salt," In
the expressive language of the miner.
He never discovered any mine at all
and the big rolls of "yellow boys'
which he flashed were padded with
$1 bills and might have been saved
in a
by any frugal counter-jumpe- r
year out of a plebeian stipend of $15
a week. Scotty was
Los
according to his Btory told e
acting
persons
Angeles grand jury, by
in the Interest of mining promoters,
who waxed plethoric and plutocratic
off the sals of bogus stocks, dispos-- d
of on the strength of Scotty's do,
ings.
Barnum's famous dictum has been
proved a great many times, but rarely more effectively than In the case
of this monumental hoax. The world
sems to be a long time outgrowing
Its childhood wh,en it comes to swallowing tales where the swallowing
liolds out the promise of gain. All
the people may not be humbugged
all the time and possibly nobody likes
to be buncoed at all, but there seems
to be a certain class of people who
can be fllmflammed at any time by
clever mining stock sharks. With the
passing of the "Death Valley Scotty"
"grub-staked-

to-th-

,"

:

WOOL GOES UP.

Boston, June 25. The rise In the
price of domestic wool continued both
in the east and In the west Trading
IS reported heavy In all grades espeIn Ohio and Penn
cially In fleeces.
sylvania mediums fleeces are selling
at 27 cents while Montana brings 22
cents.
Dealers estimate that the
shortage of this year's clip will reach
15

per cent.

--

you-thin-

--

NEW YORK1 STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 25. Records for
dullness were eclipsed. In today's early stock market. Heaviness was
with
more general than yesterday,
Reading again the most conspicuous
feature in the speculative g'roup. St
Paul, Union Pacific and Lehigh Valley
were under pressure, with Increased
'
weakness ?n Wabash issues. ,
status of the copper
The uncei-tamarket was seen In the drooping tendency of the metal shares which spread
to .steel...- - Politics. and Industrial unrest were not without their depressing influences and conflicting crop reports served as, an additional factor.
Bonds were steady..
The market closed firm. Active Is
sues hardened, generally In the last
hour and some specialties, Including
American Tobacco and Texas company made substantial gains.
The last. .sales. .were as follows:
85 V4
Amalgamated Copper
129
American Beet Sugar
105
Atchison
;

Reading

...

...133
117

.:... 119
166

109
Southern Pacific
168
Union Pacific
69
United Statesv Steel
United States Steel preferred ...110

A SPECIAL

SESSION.

'

Phoenix, Ariz., June 25. It was reported today on authority of a high
source that a second special session
of the Arizona legislature would be
called by Governor Hunt, probably
in November.

GRAND

CANYON

SAVIOR OF

IS RICH IN

BABIES

GOLD

suffering of the disease practically
ere given up as lost, butM. Qulnton's
discovery, simple as it Is In its application, has changed it all and' he is
regarded all over Europe as a bene
factor to mankind.
'"At firit," Doctor Quinton told the
correspondent, "choleraic enteritis
baffled us; it defied treatment Every
child brought to us suffering from this
form of disease died. Then I set to
work experimenting. I found the 'sea
water cure and now we save 80 per
cent."
The cure is a scientific injection of
sea water into the body hypodermlcal-l- y
and physicians learn the method
at oncje. There1 j appears to be nothing really difficult abou' Iti Doctor
from he United States ,and most of
the other countries of the civilized
world now are studying the process,
hoping, through it, to arrest the most
terrible ill babies of the world are
heir to.
"Of this disease," the scientist con
tinued, "60,000 children die In France
every year. (The number Is more
than doubled in the United States.)
Properly applied, the sea water treat
ment could save, I believe, 45,000 of
them easily. But suppose we saved
ten thousand; that is a division of an
w

of Alaba-

candidate . for the nomination?" "the
governor was asked.
"I believe that Mr. Bryan is acting
from conviction in true devotion to
the cause of progress and without
any selfish ulterior motive whatever,"
he replied. - "Mr. Bryan has stated
that he Is ndt a candidate and I believe that he will stick to his statement."
,.

is a

gastro-enterltl-

Representative
EELLS BREAKS RECORD.
ma, democratic leader of. the house,
Rochester, N. Y., June 25. Fred O.
remained' locked up in his office to- Eells broke the world's record for
day, conferring with some of his sustained hydroplane flight today
personal friends. Ilia representatives when he piloted his machine over
in Baltimore will keep him In touch Irondequott Bay, 73 miles, in one
Rep- hour and 21 minutes at an average
with convention developments.
resentative Redfleld of New York, an speed of 54 miles an hour.
active candidate for the vice presidenFOSS ON HIS WAY.
cy, came back from Baltimore where
,
he talked with many of the demo
Boston, June 25. Governor Eugene
cratic politicians and secured pledges N. Foss, who refused to be a presi
of support.
dential aspirant at the April primar
ies, but whose name is expected to be
Wilson Boosts Bryan
presented to the democratic conven
Sea Girt, N. J., June 25. Over the tion by Sherman L. Whipple, will
telephone today Governor Wilson di- start tonight for Baltimore.
rected from his cottage here the fight
which his supporters made against
RIVER IS FALLING.
the election of Alton B. Parker as
Needles, Calif., June 25 The Colotemporary chairman of the democratic national convention. The governor rado river is falling fast and in a
was in constant communication with week It Is believed danger from the
William F. McCombs, his campaign flood and shifting current will be
over.
manager and other Wilson leaders.
that Mr. Bryan is a
"Do

Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific

mm

DARROW A PHILOSOPHER
San Francisco, June 23. Clarence
S, Darrow, whose trial on a bribery
charge is in progress In Los Angeles,
crosses his bridges when he corm;g
to them.
In answer to a telegram from the
Labor Day committee of the San
Francisco labor council and thu San
Francisco building trades council, expressing the confidence of the body
in his integrity and requesting htm A
FRENCH
SCIENTIST
FINDS
to deliver the Labor Day oration in
MEANS OF CURING SUMMER
Oakland, he sent today the fol!owh;g
COMPLAINT
reply:
"Thanks for expression of kindness.
mon
Paris, June 23. "Monsieur,
Will be with with you on Labor Day sieur, can you tell me where the man
unless a previous and more pressing lives who saves babies?"
engagement prevents."
The pale, frail woman with the emaciated, feebly moaning sick baby in
M'KINLEY IS AMUSED
her arms spoke hesitatingly, butt with
Washington. June 25. Director Mc- - a strange eagerness" lighting up the
Kinley of the Taft bureau today dic thin little face which seemed to tell
tated a denial of the statement by of too little solid food partaken of
Colonel Roosevelt that he could have by Its owner.
She had clambered
won the nomination from President down from a third class carriage on
Taft, on certain conditions which he a train just pulled Into the Montpar- refused.
nasse station, and her question was
"To anyone knowing the situation. addressed to the first person she saw
the statement of Colpnel Roosevelt on the platform.
that he could have had the nomina
"Can you tell me, monsieur, where
tion on Saturday certainly is very the man lives who saves babies?" And
amusing," was Mr. McKinieys' statl the man appealed to said kindly:
merit
"Certainly, madame, I know where
he lives; I'll have a station attendant
NEGRO WOMAN LYNCHED
show you the way."
Atlanta, Ga., June 25. Ann Boston
Oddly enough, the man did know the
the negro woman who stabbed and address of "the man who saves ba
killed Mrs. R. E. Jordan, wife of a bies," and he sent the woman to the
prominent planter at Pinehurst, Ga., office of Dr. Rene Quinton, the sea
yesterday afternoon' and who later water expert, nearby. There, by In
was taken from officers at Cordele jections of salt water from the ocean'
by a mob, was lynched early this the almost dying child was saved.
Almost
around Paris
morning, according to a long distance
everybody
knows of "the good Mj Quinton," He
telephone message.
Aft,er taking the woman from the more than two years ago discovered
officers, members of the mob put her and first applied to children suffering
an automobile and set out for Pine of the terrible "summer complaint"
hurst. , On reaching there, according (infantile
"sea
, the
to the message, the negress was harjg-e- water cure," at once noting most
to a tree.
marvelous results. Formerly babies

sea

o
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myth the decks appear to be cleared
f
(or the next swindle.
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army.

"Here Is another curious fact. The
injection of sea water washes away
hereditary taints. Children brought
to ns, born of tuberculous or alcoholic
parents, and treated for a month, not
only become normal, but better than
normal. Placed in a roomful of aver
age children they can be picked out
At once by their healthy glow, their
sturdiness and general superior condi
tion. The ohilrren born with a stain
In its system, treated In this way .very
quickly develops out of all proportion
to his brothers and sisters who have
not been so treated, becoming a little

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
giant.
Chicago, June 25. Dry hot weather
"This sea water is a ' wonderful
in South Dakota and the Canadian
fluid. In It the first living organisms
northwest forced the wheat market of the earth made their
appearance.
today to advance. Opening figures were We have a
great deal to learn about
half at
to
cents higher. It yet, but we have found out enough
to 105
September started at 104
to make us know that we have at
the same change from Saturday night hand an abundant
supply of ammuni'
as the market taken altogether. A retion of enormous value in our battle
lapse to 104
followed.
The close against the disease which beset manwas steady
cents net higher at kind."
- "
September corn opened
cents up at
cents, sagWOMEN IN CONVENTION.
ged to 72 cents, and rallied to 72
San Francisco, une 25. Three big
cents, The close was easy at 72; cents,
topics will be the Wain themes of disthe same- as Saturday .night;
cussion during the sessions of the
started
September oats
General Federation of Women's clubs,
cents higher at 40
cents, touched which will convene
formally here to40
and then rose to
night. These subjects are: The OwProvisions turned sharply downens bill to. create a national bureau
ward. A large packing concern was
of health, a measure now before conunloading and there were lower quothe suffrage and uniform martations at the yards. Initial sales gress;
divorce laws.
and
riage
2

il

104.

i.

LAKE

BE- -

40.

to 1012
cents off
range from
with September delivery $18.90 for
for lard and
pork; $11.05 to $11.07
$10.60 for ribs.
The closing quotations were as fol-

'

Corn,
Oats,
Pork,
Lard,
Ribs,

IS ILL.

New York, June 25. Outfielder
Moran of the Brooklyn National league
is seriously ill here of blood
107; September 104 team
poisoning, the result of a spike
ser73
; September 72. wound sustained last week In the
ies with Philadelphia. His condition
September
is said to be serious, and it is feared
$18.57.
that amputation of the leg may be
$10.82. .

lows:
Wheat, July
.

MORAN

July
July 48;
July
July
July $10.42.

40.

necessary.

.

i

-

v

J.

runnun

Salt Lake City, June 25 Much at
tentlon is being given among men in
terested In mines to the development
of the gold deposits In the Grand CanFor several
yon of the Colorado.
years operations have been carried
on quietly by concerns largely fin
anced In Chicago, and there has been
much amusement among the older
miners, who did not believe that the
canyon would yield anything worth
while.
reports are
Now, however,
coming out of that region which Indi
cate that It may figure largely In the
production of gold within the near
future. Large operations are already
under way and It is understood that
much more capital is to be furnished
to increase the plants that have been
established.
The development of the Colorado
re
river gold deposits follows as
sult of the perfection In recent years
of processes of extraction of small
quantities of the metal from river
beds and dumps that have formerly
been worked. Many large companies
have been formed In recent years to
conduct dredging operations on
large scale, and profits from their
operations In this region have been
large.
One of these concerns is the Ameri.
can Placer company, financed In Chicago, which acted on reports of var
ious explorers of the Grand Canyon,
who had found Indications ofgood
values in gold in large bodies of silt
in the chasm. This concern took Its
station at Lee's Ferry, Ariz. This is
a desolate place where John D. Lee,
who was executed as the leader In
the Mountain Meadow massacre by
the Mormons, took, his refuge for
some time. It is at the point where
the Solorado emerges from the sand
hills, through which it has burrowed
its way for more than 15. miles and
begins to cut its way into the Marble
Canyon, not coming to the plain level
again until It reaches the border of

--
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or call and we will have our demonstrator

Telephone
show you.

Co.

Las Vegas Automoliile S Machine
Whalen.

Phjne Main 344.
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Howler Prop

SEE!This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
KgQULAn RETAIL VALUE,

913.00

several carloads of this beautiful dinner-ire, and oar
tbe m ana facto re r to Rive as an exciostve desltro
We are cbarglnjr part of the coat to "adTertiBing-expensea percentage of tbe actual cost of tbe
and only ask you to pay
set. It Is of ft beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated to
u In any retail china store, it u guaranteed by both
auallty for less than
and ourselves.
There is a coupon In every sacK or lakabeb'S Flour, send us Ore
In
and
$3.90
coupons
cash, draft, postal or eipreaa money order, and we wlU
send yoo one of these beautiful sie by freight.
Address coupons and re
mittance to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Compana
Hutchinson, Kansas, fie sure to write yoor name and address plainly.
Tbe ooupons in LARABKB'S Flour are alao good for Rogers' BUTorwrt
ftnd other valuable premiums- .- Ask for desoripuve circular.
W

purchased
enabled
hrn
ana apurchase
very low price.

EMPRESS, you know; h that "Mighty-Good- "
-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking

GERMAN-

a Delight

ALL 'GROCERS

for

SALE

Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

BY

California.

Vlany Difficulties to Overcome,
Chicago concern hid great ob
stacles to overcome. Lee's Ferry 1b
separated by a desert from the railroads In Arizona, and by more desert
and mountains from the same sort of
communication in Utah. It is of this
section that legend has it that a traveler by wagon once remarked:
"I don t want to be disrespectful to
God, but I think I'd have taken part
of that seventh day and finished jup
this place." The problem of getting
supplies was a large one, but by the
expenditure of large sums of money,
most of the difficulties have been

DONT FAIL TO ATTEND

il'he

overcome.

For the treatment of the gold bear
ing silt a large dredge was carried
across the desert in sections and installed. Next came the problem of
getting coal to operate it A good
vein was found In Cottonwood Canyon, twenty miles above the ferry,
but In order to reach the mine a road
eighty miles long had to be built in
and around the gorges leading to the
river. The hauling proved- expensive,
and so the concern had a steamboat
of fifty tons and 'two
barges
built In San Francisco, sent by train
and wagon and set up. These now operate between the mine and the
dredge.
'
Other Improvements have been Installed and slowly a settlement is
growing up in a place that had been
appropriated by cattle concerns with
the idea that they could always mo
nopolize It by controlling a few watering places. A railroad will probably
be built from the north or south to
the ferry within the next few years.
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Smashing Reductions in The
Ladies Ready-to-WeSection
ar

ALL WOMENS
SHIRT WAIST AT
1-- 4

Embroideries
I

Beautifnl

OFF

1-- 3

Assortment

to

1-- 2

at

Off

100-to- n

'
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AT VOL'H DOOR
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PROMOTERS
LltVfc 11 WILL
GOOD MINING FIELDS.

SALT

FULLY

.1,050

THRONGS OF TEACHER3
Louisville, Ky., June 25. From ev
ery direction !n Kfentucky, and from
Indiana as well as other stales, on

every train and on interurban cars
throngs of teachers poured Into Louis
vllle today to attend the forty-firs- t
annual convention of the Kentucky
Educational association. Present indications are that all previous attendance records will be broken, and that
the convention will be the most successful In the history of the. associa
tion. The prominent speakers to be
beard during the thre days' session
include Dr. Newell Dwight Hiilis of
Brooklyn, Dr. P. P. Caxton, United
States commissioner of education: Dr.
Charles F. Thwinc, president of West
ern Rtsene Uuverslty, and Ur. Ha
id Starr Joroin. president of f.elanj
Stanford, Ji
nierslty.

COTS AND BEDDING
We are prepared to
supply large quantities
of Sheets Pillow Cases Pill wos-Blan- kets

Comforts and Cots.
SPECIAL PRICES QUOTED

fSILK DRESSES
WORTH

White Lingerie
Dresses v

UP TO $12

A Nice Assortment of New
'
Stylish Dresses,
Your Choice
Up-to-da- te

OttQUEST

s

'

Cool Summer. Dresses,

Da
signed for Afternoon Wear

$6.79
OXFORDS-PUMPS-niG-

H

SHOES

uK.L aiucK ON SALE
NONE HELD
"The

IN RESERVE

Store of

E.LasVegas.
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li2l

.
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-
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GO HACK TO
Fo. sign painting see Hermann,
Fountain square.
Mrs. Garvin and son left this afternoon on train No. 10 for Kansas City. Hugh Mcintosh Makes Champion Dandy Offer for a Fight in Aus
P. L. Dawson of Trinidad, came in
tralia Doubtless lie Wishes to Stack the Colored Cent Up
lost evening from Colorado on busi4jainst Another Chocolate Soldier in the Person nf the Hon
ness.
Samuel Langford John Arthur Has Been Trespassing on the
Mr. and Mrs. E. p. Nolan of
arrive.! in Las Vega this after
Santa Fe
y
Flynn and the Enemy Are Both Fin'

KANGAROOLAND

La Km

429 Grand.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring- -,
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
end sure if we fill jour
prescription.

A. M. MeCready Santa Fe traveling
engineer, was a visitor in Lag Vegas
today.
Captain V. B. Brunton came In this
afternoon from his ranch near Shoemaker.
J. C. Browne, Harvey house system
auditor, arrived this afternoon from
the south.
S; Harris, a commercial man of Albuquerque, was In Las Vegas today
on business.
Judge H. L. Waldo, Santa Fe solicitor, returned last evening on train
No. 9 from Kansas City.
Mr, and Mrs. E. H. Kearney and
Mrs. A. J- - Thull of Watrous were visitors 1n .Las Vegas yesterday after-

NO NECESSITY

FORREDUCTIO N
be-

fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the lowest for the highest class of
goods,

Dry

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

Hoffman

&

We have left on our hands about
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(The Popular Priced Store)

Phone Mam 104.

ped from

Jack Johnson appears to be eist'ng
eyes on Australia. The.e
are numerous fat and Juicy pur3es
dangling before his eyes in the faraway land of the kangaroo and Jack
is getting nervous about it.
He's
likely to be up and at the work ot
harvesting them.
Jack received a letter this morning
from Hugh Mcintosh, the whole thing
in the promoting line over there.
Hugh didn't treat Jaci right at ono
stage of the game and Jack was not
a little peeved as a rgult of it' Once
Jack had his duds and his lacing cars
and all the remainder of a kit of a
first class champion fighter packed
end ready to ship toward: Australia,
where
Mcintosh
had offered hi"-- j
stunningly attractive term lor some
battles but the tickets nver were deposited and that was t!ie Inst Jaci;
ever heard from Mclnto.i'i until now.
In this latest letter Mcintosh says
he will deposit 10,000 as a guarantee in any bank over there, the same
to be payable to Johnson as soon as
he arrives and does his part of the
agreement. Just what that agreement Is is not made plain, but
the ultimate aim is a contest
with Sam Langford about which' so
much perfectly good paper and Ink
has been wasted In the last two
years.
Of course Johnson must first remove this Plynn person from his
path before he can make many plans
for the future and there also Is that
cafe Idea in Chicago, to which Jack
expects to retire on the night of September 4 and forever after give all
promoters and clubs the laugh. But
you never can tell, especially after
the way Johnson talks about this
latest bit of palaver from Kangaroo-land- .

suits,

ship-

ur other stores, in all colors and sizes which we will sell reof
gardless price. These are all tailor-mad- e
suits, AND GUARANTEED
TO BE
These oods will have to be seen to be appreciated,
so come in before the line is broken. .

ishing Their Training Campaigns.
lecherous

uncalled-fo- r

twenty-fiv- e

Fe tracks, where he dd his roadwork
on the cinder right of way, which always Is In fine shape. This is something new in the way of roadwork

ALL-WOO-

L.

ll.--

a fighter riding to the starting point
and then fighting his way back to the
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camp.

,
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SUITS IH THE L Dl

Johnson is strong for roadwork,
Phone Vegas 205 and we will call for your cleaning and pressing, All
that's apparent, and never misses a
morning, no matter what the weather
work done with experienced help and modern machinery.
may be. He believes in this far more
than he does In boxing, because he always Insists there Isn't a man In the
world he cajild get for his training
camp who could possibly do him a bt
of good. ThiB U undoubtedly true,
u
u
noon. , v
although Jack is careful, enough to
do enough boxing every day to kejp
Fireproof paper derogations, streamhis eye pretty we'l sharpened up.
ers, flags, etc. A. P. Moran,
Mrs. O. G.; Schaefer has returned
He announced yesterday that hJ
from Taos where she had been for a
would do at least ten rounds of boxFLANAGAN EXPECTS TO
short , yilst with her daughter, Mrs.
ing every afternnn until July 2.
Carlos Dunn.
Flynn made the positive announceC. G. Nicol a .Santa Fe official ol
ment after he had finished his work
WITNESS GREAT BOUT
arrived last evening
Albuquerque,
yesterday afternoon that he never
from the Duke City and was here tofelt better In his life and that he
was fit for the ring tomorrow, which DECLARES
day on business.
FLYN N.JOHN SON
Dr. W. T. Brown, superintendent
statement Is borne out by the fire
WILL BE BEST EVENT,
of the Valmora Industrial sanitarium,
man's appearance. He 'went twelve
IN TEN YEARS.
was in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon
miles on the road and did fifty minand today on business.
utes of Indoor work in his hilltop
Boundless, bubbling enthusiasm has
', July Fourth decorations, for home
gymnasium, being two rounds with taken
possession of the soul' of Thomor business places. A. P. Moran.
the Turk, two with Chio Colemani as
aac these adjectives
Flunagan
J. A. Conley, Santa Fe division mas;four with Williams and two with (
vsed aJvl3vii;y knd with no
ter mechanic, came in last evening
Marshall. He didn't weigh at the finthought of kidding Mr. Flanagan
from his headquarters In Raton and
ish at all.
since he has seen the principals In
was here today on business.
;
He doesn't know exactly but he
the Johnson-Flyn- n
battle preparing
George Fleming of the Investment
says he will enter the ring between for the great
Independence
Day exhiand Agency corporation, left last
185 and 190 pounds somewhere, the
bition, Mr. " Flanagan has been
busion
Mound
for
Wagon
evening
probably being the one he around, some. He has seen both sides
For ordinary everyday use, week after week, and month after
ness, .: He will return Jonight.
will strive to reach. There la very
of the great "sphere which the geogSanta Fe Division Superintendent
month, no motor car at any price will give you more faithful or
little left on the bulky fame of the
call the "wolld" and he has
P.' L. Myers returned last night from
fireman to be taken off, only a pick raphies
enduring service than an Everitt "30" at $1,250.
seen boxing matches staged on severwhere
was
he
It has the power, the speed, the roominess and the comfort
Albuquerque,
yesterhere and there being visible. He cer- al
continents.
that
day at ,the scene of the washout.
looks
you need. It Is big enough but not too big. It Is as simple
me
to
in a physical
tainly
great
Here Is Mr. Flanagan's opinion
Miss V. Clyde Johnson arrived this
as any good car can be. It will stay In order and keep
.
sense, and I have seen him almost ev and It
running
ought to be worth something:
under the most trying conditions. And It can be operated by youatjernoor from her home in. Lexingery day of my stay here.
The
contest will be
ton, Miss... .for a short visit with
rselfat a fraction of the usual "automobile upkeep" cost
Rudy unholz, .Denver
lightweight the greatest heavyweight battle-- that
But one needn't be surprised to
friends in Las Vegas. Miss Johnson
This last point is especially Interesting. Its truth can be readboxer, arrived here last night aftfsr a
off
heartowards
of
the
has been staged in ten years. It will
.Jack hiking
is .a, guest-a- t
the home of Mr. and
demonstrated.
The car will average 18 miles to the gallon or
ily
a
and
chauffeur
He
Journey.
rough
underside of the world pretty soon
be 50 per cent better than the conMrs. Harry Haskell.
fuel. , The tires are unusually large, and therefore,
in
Otto
auto
Floto'a
after
brought
the
to
and
retirement
test at Reno two years ago and it will
Local view post cards at Schaeler's. after July 4, qafe
You need no chauffeur any member of
your family can drive an
platter had abandoned It because (of be 25 per cent better than the Johnson-35 subjects. Always something new, the contrary notwithstanding.
SO."
"Everitt
roads.'
was
rough
It
says
the
Rudy
Burns
Tom Flanagan has a new Idea. He
Lee Gerard returned last night on
fight in which the Jet black
Why should you pay an extravagant price for any automobile,
toughest roadwork he had ever W lad won his
train No. 9 from Rochester, Minn sprung It on the champion yesterday in.
present title. It will go
when you can get all the real advantages of the costliest In the
seventeen rounds and will be full of
where he has ben for the past several and it met with his entire approval.
Bill Scoville, Kansas City
imrty at so reasonawe a figure? Think It over, and let us
promoter, excitement for the spectators. It
w(eks. ' Mr. Gerard accompanied his Johnson will enter the ring July 4 came
show you the car.
with
one
of
through
the
biggest will be worth traveling hundreds of
sister ,to Minnesota, where she under weighing within a few ounces of 212 orders
for seats yet flashed on the lo
miles to see.
went an operation at the hands of the pounds.
cal club. Besides a box
H-- F.
seating six
famous Mayo brothers. Though Miss
It was the original Intention of the at $25
Surely no better recommendation
Bill
per skull,
ordered exactly could come from
Gerard Is improving rapidly, she did champion to get down to about 215
anybody. It Is nothWanted
STATE AGENTS
Las Vegas, N. M
iuJ or the best ringside seats for th
not return, being still confined In the pounds about a week before the conIn Flanagan's pocket to boost the
ing
ne
will
pany
uig
to
the
chaperon
enterRochester hospital.
test and remain there until he
fight as the champion, for whom he
Meadow Cities.
erd the ring. But Inasmuch as he
Is manager, will draw down Just as
Is down to that figure already and
DOCTOR'S SHIFT
much money if there is nobody pres
Now Gets Along Without It
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Van Houten of ent as he would If there were not
has a chance to take off a little more
weight, the loss of which probably Shoemaker came in this afternoon standing room for all the fans. His
A physician says: "Until last fall
would Increase his speed consider from their home.
opinion Is given as a follower of the
used to ;eat meat for my breakfast ably, the decision naturally comes in
rlngand Is from the viewpoint of
and suffered with indigestion until the favor of the lighter weight
man wno is an expert and has no
Miss May Ross, teacher of eloca
meat had passed from the stomach
other Interest than the good of the
Johnson looked fit and ready yes tlon at the fcew Mexico
Normal Uni"Last fall I began! the use of Grape- - terday afternoon during his workout
boxing game. It will have Influence
Nlts for breakfast and very soon found and has but a few more steps of It versity, left this afternoon for Albu. with any doubting
Thomases who
where
querque
she will join the Ma
I could do without meat, for my body to Derfect himself
may happen to be pessimistic regard
entirely for the bel Stevens Himoe Concert
company, ing the merits of the
got all the nourishment
necessary fray with the Pueblo rusher.
coming en
which is going to
from the Grape-Nut- s
and since then
There Is one strange thing about appear before a Prescott, Ariz., to counter.
assem
I have not had any Indigestion and
Chautauqua
Johnson that Is In direct contradic bly.
Marty Cutler declared this after
am feeling better and have Increased
noon that he would quit Yack Yon-setion to the usual plan of fighters.
in weight
the Swedish boxer, after the
We are prepared to supply you with the hi hest grade,
Jack delights to have people see him
'Since, finding the benefit I derived
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham ana
encounter. It was all because
In and he is ever ready to hop
Flynn
weigh
fast
color
Flags and Bunting in any quantity you may wish, at
s
Garpe-NutI have prescribed
from
Miss Helen Cunningham, return of a little 'froke" on the part of the
on the scales ana let tnem see ior
exceptionally low prices. All new, 48 star goods.
the food for all my patients suffering themselves. The
"never ed yesterday afternoon on train No. Scandanavlan that Cutler made ,this
champion
from indigestion or overfeeding and
5 Ft.x8Ft Fast Color, Heavy Grade Flag
.$2.50
asks anybody to take his word for It 7 from an extended trip to Boston. revolutionary remark. Johnson this
also for those recovering from dis
he gets on the scales and shows 'em. Miss Louise Cunningham, who accom morning caused a note to be deliver
4 Ft.x6 Ft. Fast Color, All Wool Bunting Flag
. . 4.00
ease where I want a food easy to take
the course of an afternoon panied them on the trip, stopped off ed to Cutler informing him that his
32x48 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
and certain to digest and which will During is
.50c
Johnson
apt to weigh In anywhere in Pennsylvania for .a visit ' with "goll" would arrive on ther afternoon
not overtax the stomach.
Mounted
Color
Fast
22x34
train from Chicago. Cutler dolled up
inches,
Flag,
25c
from a dozen to twenty times and he friends.
I always find the results I look for
until he looked like a living adver
does It cheerfully, too.
Color
Fast
15x24
Mounted
always
inches,
15C
Flag,
Grape-NutFor
when I prescribe
tisement for Varsitycraft clothing and
It Is a matter of niuh merrlmert
. BASEBALL THIS WEEK
11x16 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
ethical reasons please omit my name.'
I0c
A two game series'between the Las met the train. Of course, the dame
the Johnson camp to
to
about
those
Battle
Name given by Poetum Co.,
No.
5, Printed Flags,. 6x9j inches, per dozen
some of the kjoc'.s that ire be Vegas Maroons and the Raton, Rocky did not descend
from any of the
15c.
read
Creek, Mich.
Then Johnson told Cutler
from tlma tn t'me by pa- Mountain league team, to be played coacnes.
No.
dozen
5x7
ing
printed
Printed
inches,
4,
per
Flags,
wonderful
i0c
for the
The reason
never send a maa anywhere at Amusement park, Thursday and Fri- he had been sold and the big guy
r,
amount of nutriment, and thf) easy di pers that
. 7c
Waterproof Government Bunting,
per yd.
.
out
to
the real facts. The latest day of this week has been scheduled served notice on the champion.
find
s
to
Grape-Nutnot
hard
is
gestion of
Double
Faced, "Passaic" Bunting,
came from a cnicago paper tnat by the management of the local agWaterproof
find.
"hog-fatof John- gregation. The Gate City nine is one
a
picture
yard
prints
ioc
per
the
In the first place,
starchy part
of the fastest In the southwest. Ttl
statement
the
with'
son,
of the wheat and barley goes through
some man In Las Vegas that trimmed the Colorado Springs bunch CHINATOWN AGAIN IS
various processes of cooking, to per from
Isn't training a tap and that in a recent series with hands down,
Johnson
fectly change the starch Into dextrose
Storo
Las Veaat-oadiru- f
when the letter was writ and as the Maroons also took three
he
weighed,
PLUNGED INTO WAR
state
is
in
it
waicb
or grapesugar,
games from this team, the Meadow
of
ten
the
high
astonishingly
figure
ready to be easily absorbed by the
245 pounds. As Johnson has been in City ana the Raton clubs should bo
olood.
of 220 for the last two weeks, well matched. The games of Sunday RIVAL
side
TONGS
PRECIPITATE
The parts in the wheat and barley
stor-ie- e between the Maroons and the Trinias
these
here
knows,
IN FRISCO'S MONTROUBLE
everybody
of
for
ubo
can
make
which Nature
dad
club aroused, anew, the interest
cause many a laugh around here.
GOLIAN QUARTER.
Established 1862
South SidePLaja
rebuilding brain and nerve center
in baseball and these games on Thursof
these
fables
writers
lhc
probably
remarkable
in
food,
this
are retained
should
draw big
day and Friday
San Francisco, June 25. War has
and thus the human body Is supplied rever saw Johnson and certainly crowds.
saw
him
In
or
never
Las
else
been
declared again In Chinatown
Vegas
producers,
ith the powerful strength
and the police expect, shooting will
SACCHARIN IS ALLOWWED.
TO LAY OFF WORK.
iey would be ashamed to print such
so easily noticed after one has eaten
SUGAR COMES DOW
misstatements.
hegin at any moment between tne
each day for a week or 10
25. Tne sacchaGrape-Nut- s
June
Washington,
June 25. Employes or
Washington,
25.
New
All grades cf men
York, June
V, rained mighty hard here Sunday
' '
of the Sui Sin-- snd Bing tong rin rulings of the pure food board all the United States navy
days.
yards In
were
10
refined
reduced
cents
sugar
An effort to settle the old were modified today to permit the the country, to the number of
tongs.
"There's a reason," and it is ex night and anothar coudburst struct a hundred
20,000
pounds today.
quarrel failed at a mosting of loaders use of saccharin in medicinal foods, will be laid off July 1 unless conplained in the little book, "The Koad the town yesterday and as a resutt
the roads all about the Meadow Cit
of the two societios at the Chinese when its presence Is stated on the gress makes
to Weilville," in pkgs.
provision for payment oC
consulate. The Sui Sings made a flat label. The order contains a specific their wages. This was the tinnouncs-men- t
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Ever Read the above letter?. A new ies are In horrible shape. When John
'
demand for $15,000 Indemnity from provision
one appears from time to. time They son discovered their condition yester
made by Acting Secretary of
against Interpretation of
are genuine, true and full cf hurtan day morning he ordered out his car FOR RENT Furnished rooms; good the Bing Kongs for a stolen slave the modification to permit use of sac- the Navy WInthrop at the White
and had himself taken to the Santa
location. 803 Jackson.
girl. This was refused.
charin in foods not strictly medicinal. House today.
lntrt."
'
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FRYE'S II0TEL
Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles north of Las Vegas

On Ocean to Ocean Road

Rates

$3.00 Per Day

Cafe De Luxe
REGULAR DINNER
'

25o
SUNDAY DINNER

35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State
BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

......

Automobile & Garage Co.,

Sub-Aijen- fs

c3
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ALL GOOD FELLOWS GO TO

HAYWOOD'S
i

BUFFET

Tri-Colo-

.

"

OF

OFFICIAL DISPENSER
OLD RIPY WHISKEY
COORS

GOLDEN BEER ON

All Brands of Bottled

.....

Tri-Colo-

Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck
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Estray Advertisement

Estray Advertisement

OPTICI TOE

Notice is hereby given to whom It
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de- may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by scribed estray animal was taken np by
Wm:H. Harris, Jr., Gladstone, N. M.
J. N. Hughes, Venus, N. M.
-- S
t:
One black mare, 8 years,
IS
One dark bay, spot In
800
lbs.,
forehead, stallion, 675 lbs., 13Vj, hands
r-- 1
Branded
high, 3 years old.
On
Jeft hip
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
-Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
or
on
claimed
owner
unless
before July 12, 1912, said date being
by
"Well. It's beglnnln' to look a little Board,
EXPERHEQE REPAIRING
like spring, ain't It?" ventured the before July 12, 1912, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this
groceryman as he tramped c muddy 10 days after last appearance ot this advertisement, said estray will be sold
path across the kitchen floor and be- advertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
gan dumping the supplies on the table.
this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
"I ain't seen no robin yet, like some by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD. , RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
owner
when found.
of these guys that's wrltin' to the paADVERCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M:
TISEMENTS
pers, but 1 kin sort o' feel It in my
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
bones. Spring fever, I guess, huh?"
Albuquerque, N. M.
V.1RS.ZR. FLINT,
The pretty cook smiled disdainfully 1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Cor. Grand and jDouglasAye.
as she brought out the mop and start, Estray Advertisement
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
ed to clean up her floor.
Las Vegas, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it No ad to occupy less
Advertisement
Estray
space than two
"That's a good name to call it, I supNotice is hereby given to whom it may concern that the following de- line
All advertle ments
pose," she said. "I know when my
charged
was
taken
animal
scribed estray
up by will be booked at space
brothers back on the farm got so lazy may concern that tne following
actually set,
M.
N.
W.
T.
fishwas
taken
Montoya,
Curry,
without
animal
up
do
by
but
go
estray
they couldn't
anything
regard to number of words
One Iron gray horse 4 or Cash In advance
they used to talk about spring fe- E. B. Deschamps, Bueyeros, N. M.
preferred.
LAS VEGAS GARAGE ing
ver. But my poor old father had to do
One spotted cow, 8 years, 5 years, black mane and tail.
to
was
too
all
he
the
chores
busy
Branded
M BIEHL, Propktor
Branded
have spring fever."
E7H On left hip
On left ribs
"That's the way lump on me," said
416 Grand Ave
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
the ' groceryman mournfully.
"Just
Phone Main 447
On left Jaw
when I thought prob'ly you'd get a Board, unless claimed by owner on or
little bit sentimental about the comln' before July 12, 1912, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this
Battery Charjjini Station
of spring and matin' of birds and and 10
days after last appearance of this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
all that Don't you never feel that
Automobiles for Hire
advertisement, said estray will be sold before July 12, 1912, said date being
way In the Bpring, Evelina? Yon
benefit of the 10 days after last appearance of this
know like you ought to have a strong by this Board for the
owner
found.
when
arm to lean on?"
advertisement, said estray will be sold
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN Z.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
"Any time I want a strong arm to
by this Board for the benefit of the
lean on I know where to find one,"
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
retorted the pretty cook. "If you 1st pub. June 21, last pub.' July 2. '12.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
dont want to feel a strong arm your-te-lf
Albuquerque, N. M.
kitchen
of
out
this
you'll go along
Estray Advertisement
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12. FOR SALE
and let me get my work done."
Typewriter and chickens.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
The groceryman sighed and moved
Carriage Manufacturer,
1005 Seventh street.
inquire
deslowly as far as the door with his box may concern that the following
Estray Advertisement
'General Blacksmithing,
under his arm, but he kept his gaze on scribed estray animal was taken np by
Notice Is hereby given to whom it FOR SALE Ten
large work mares
the pretty cook.
Rocky Mt. Supply Co., Koehler, N. M. may concern
Carriage Painting
that the following de"I wlsht I could think up some war
appiy ou urand avenue.
One light bay horse, 9 scribed
estray animal was taken up by
DEALER INof makln' you feel the way I do," he
14
hands high.
L. E. Lumbley, West Tularosa, N. M. FOR SALE
wouldn't hand years, 750 lbs.,
"so's
tald
you
gloomily,
Horse, harness and bug
JO
and
'
Branded
Heavy Hardware
M
me a bump like that every time I try
One red bald face stag,
gy.
Cheap.
Inquire Waterman,
On left shoulder
to talk about somethln' besides groceabout 10 years. 700 lbs.
Wtg'on Material
Plaza photographer.
ries. I should think you'd want to
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
f'
look ahead a little bit and sort o' Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
from
be
five
think where you'll
years
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this
sow.' Let's figger a little, Evelina,
naty chicks, S12 per 100. Orders
10 days after last appearance of this
won't you?" he added, anxiously.
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. B. Stev-enBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
sold
will
be
said
estray
The pretty cook Jerked the kettle advertisement,
before July 12, 1912, eald date being
Humboldt, Kan.
CLAY AND HAVENS
off the stove and poised it menacingby this Board 'for the benefit of the 10
after last appearance of this
days
into
the
Btream
owner
the
found.
but
when
ly,
splashed
advertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables, diuhpan a moment later, and the
by this Board for the benefit of the
groceryman breathed mora freely.
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
owner when found.
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
"If that's the way spring fever
2, '12.
makes you talk,' she said, "you'd bet- 1st pub. June 21, last pub. July
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
FOR RENT Bedroom. 'Modern. Ap
Phone Main 71 ter go and
1202 National Ave
see a doctor and get it out
Albuquerque, N, M.
ply 1017 Seventh street
Advertisement
of your system. I'm too busy to do
Estray
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
any figuring this morning, and that
FOR RENT A large furnished room,
wagon load of groceries you've got may concern that tne following
DUt there in the street will get wilted
Estray Advertisement
with two beds in a modern home,
animal was taken np by
JOHN N. KINNEY
estray
Notice is hereby given to whom it
If you don't hurry along
with 'em.
'
has south window, double window
B. Steele of Estancia, N. M.
H.
What are you waiting for, anyhow?
may concern that the following deon east circular porch and
fronting
horse
One
male
dark
bay
the
bill
our
week,
We
by
grocery
pay
scribed estray animal was taken up by
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
outside
at 1011 Sixth street.
door,
star
left
fore
white
in
foot,
know."
face,
you
Felerico Giron, Puerteclto. N. M.
On car line.
"I know," said the groceryman, edg- years, 650 lbs.
On cream colored cow.
"
Phone Main 40, ing slowly toward, the door, "I ain't
EJxth
Douglas.
Branded
Q7
6 years, 500, lbs., 4 feet
FOR RENT Five ropm
worryln' none about your bill. If you
Of
house, partly
On right hip
Folks was to fall a little behind and
Branded
iurnisned or unfurnished. Apply
Eve-UnBranded
to
should
It
the
mention
boss
me,
On
left shoulder
P. MACKEL
920 Gallinas.
I
Fd just pay it myself on account
On left Jaw
Branded
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
of you, rather than say anything to
'
Branded
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging your missus. Honest, I'd settle it up
On left hip
On
left shoulder
me
six
and work it all out If It took
and Glazing.
f
Said animal being unknown to this
months. That's the kind ot friend I
Said animal being unknown to this
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
unless claimed by owner on or STOLEN One small
Board,
am."
claimed
Board, unless
Old Town
bay horse, also
by owner on or
Wet Side Plaza
before July 12, 1912, said date being
"What do I care?" said the maid, before
harness and open buggy with red
12, 1912, said date being
July
be
"I
shouldn't
10
scornfully.
surprised 10
days after last appearance ot this
gear. Horse branded TM on left
days after last appearance of this
you six months to earn what
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
ROMERO ADV. CO ifourit took
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this Board for the benefit of the
mation leading to recovery. Ben
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS" prices that man you're working for is by this Board for the benefit of the by
owner when found.
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owner when found.
charging nowadays."
SIGNS FOR YOUR
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
"Aw, now, I didn't expect you to get
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
N
M.
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY Into the knockers' club about the
Albuquerque,
HERMIT LODGE
1st.
June
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prices,'
protested the groceryman. 1st pub. June 21, last pub.
pub.
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In the midst of tall nines. Tha mna
"I've told you half a dozen times that
we don't get the money!
It's them
Window Display Card
beautiful resort on the Scenic High
Estray Advertisement
farmers that's gettln' it all. Haven't
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Whipple, Alamo, N. M.
Head, White Water, N. M.
that? Us' folks are pay in' for that
One bay and white fe place for an outing. Table unexcelled.
t:
One
750
lbs..
sorrel mare,
swell business, and it's the poor
mna. s. u. WARNER, in Charge.
male horse, 750 lbs., 5 or 6 years
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felt
I
think
what
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Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and Just
On left hip
so balmy and springlike today if I
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on lett shoulder
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
General Repairing
One bay with white face female
only had a nice little place in the
local applications, as they cannot
"
by
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an'
left
with
country,
pigs
hip
8
520-6t- h
horse, 750 lbs.,
years.
E. Las Vegas "You'd feel
Street
reach
the diseased portion of the ear.
wouldn't
at
home,
right
Branded
There is only one way to cure deaf
you?"
snapped the pretty cook.
ness, and that is by constitutional
"That's where you'd shine. The pigs
Said animal being unknown to this On left hip
Deafness is caused by an
Said animal being unknown to this remedies.
wouldn't mind how much you loafed
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
innamea condition or the mucous linthey're used to It, from al I've seen before, July 12, 1912, said, date being Board, unless claimed by owner on or ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
of pigs. And the calves wouldn't care 10
before July 12, 1912, said date being this tube is inflamed you have a rumdays after last appearance of this
how much noise you made you could
10 days after last appearance of this bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
stand around and talk to them all day advertisement, said estray will be sold
said estray will be sold when it is entirely closed, deafness Is
advertisement,
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for
this
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benefit
the
folks
a
not
But
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bother
bit.
by
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and unless the Inflamma
the
Board
for the benefit of the tion result,
this
by
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work
to do,
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can be taken out and this tube
happen to have
owner
found.
when
restored to its normal condition, hear
get in their way you're likely to get
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Into trouble."
CATTLE SANITARY BOARi),
ing will De destroyed forever; nine
Albuqherque, N. M.
cases out of ten are caused .by catarrh,
The groceryman sighed again and 1st
Albuquerque, N. M.
June
21, last pub. July 2, '12
pub.
is nothing but an inflamed conslowly edged his way out to the back
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12 which
dition of the mucous surfaces.
porch. But still he hesitated.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Estray Advertisement
"I can't understand it," he mused
for any case of deafness (caused by
Notice is hereby given to whom it
aloud. . "Now, to look at you, Evelina,
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's
anybody would think you was a real may concern that the following
Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free
was
animal
sentimental girl that would sympa
taken
up
estray
by may concern that the following deF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
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feelln'-when
with
he's
feller
a
thize
Wm. H. Harris, Jr., Gladstone, N. M. scribed estray animal was taken up by i Sold by Druggists, 75c.
cook
move
the pretty
With a deft
When you purchase ice you want
One gray mare, 4 years Ed Ellis, Dwyer, N. M.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti'
the purest and test, don't you? Sure, stepped behind the door and closedChi-It
Branded
10 years pation.
mare
One
brown
on the sentimental groceryman.
M
you do! Well, that's the only kind
On left shoulder
old, 800 lbs.
News.
THEY PUT AN END TO IT
f Ice we handle pure, Invigorating, cago Daily
Branded
Branded
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St., Rocheshealthful and delightful. We know
On left hip
On left hip
ter, N. y., says he reommends Foley
A Lover of Candor,
"the Ice business thoroughly and as
Man I wish you would
One light red cow 11 years, 600 Kidney Fills at every opportunity be
Also one brown mare 10 years old
Impecunious
cause they gave him prompt relief
sure you that by our new method o be so kind as to loan me $5. I'll pay
with star In face bearing the same lbs.
from a bad case of kidney trouble
making Ice we are' making a qualltj you back in a few days.
Branded
that had long bothered him. Such
CB
that cannot be excelled. The fact ot Candid Friend If you had asked me brand.
a recommendation, coming from Mr.
On right hip
Also one bay horse.
the matter Is that, our ice Is the besl for the loan In a candid and straight
Sable, is direct and convincing eviOn right shoulder
Branded
forward manner I would have lent
and purest tn the city.
dence of the great curative qualities
FG
Branded
On right ribs
you the money, but asking me in the
of Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
Said animal being unknown to this
way you did causes me to distrust
Said animal being unknown to this and Red Cross Drug Co.
Phone Main 227
you.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
"I don't understand you.'
When Buying, Buy Only the Best
to before July 12, 1912, said date being before July 12, 1912, said date being
as
kind
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so
to
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Costs no more but gives the best'
It is now well Known that not more lend
10 days after last appearance of this 10 days after last appearance of this
you $5."
Results
than one case of rheumatism In ten
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sold
be
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advertisement
said
estray
advertisement,
"Yes."
estray
H. L. Blomqulst Esdalle, Wis., says
requires any Internal treatment whatever. All that is needed Is a free ap- i "If you had been candid you would by this Board for the benefit of "the by this Board for the benefit of the lis wife considers Foley's Honey and
owner when found.
Tar Compound the best cough cure
plication of Chamberlain's LInimeui have said to me: 'Be so stupid, be owner when found.
s
in the market "She has tried
and massaging the parts at each ap- such an ignominious ass, such a hopeCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
but Foley's gives the best
kinds
plication. Try It and see how quick- less Idiot as to lend me $5, and you
N.
M.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque,
result of all." O. G. Schaefer and
ly It will relieve the pain and sore- m!sht have got It."
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12. 1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12 ted Cross Drug Co.
ness. Sold by all dealers.
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imiK in Castle Hall.
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mootn. visiting orotn- Invited.
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Chas.
. R, Murray,
N. O. Herman, W. If.;
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Martin, Keeper
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Record and Seal.
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B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
day In each mowtli at
of
mm
fourth
C.
JO
D.
m.
7:
evening
Tuesday
at
p.
Temple
month at O. R- C. hall.
Vlaigaa
Boucher, & C; Chaa. Tamme. Rebrothers are cordially invited. Ge
corder.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D. W
Condon, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
convoca
ARCH MASONS Raplar
ATTORNEYS
tion first Monday la each
moata at Masonla TemHUNKER a HUNKER
ple, at T:M p. m. M. R. Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
WUnarna, H. P.; F. p.
Attorneys at Law.
Blood, Secretary,
New Mazte
Las Vegas.
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RANSFORD CHAPTER
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PHYSICIANS

NO. 2, O. E.

first and third Fridays In
DR. H. W. HOUF
UaaomU Tempi, lara. T.
Bowen,
1016 Fifth St.
Residence
Worthy Matron; Jamea O. KuUadge
Office 506
Grand Avenue
Worthy Patron; lira. George Tripp,
293. Office Main 48
Phones
Main
Res.
Secretary. Phone Main 129, 120
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
Grand avenua

a

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
LOCAL TIME CARD
10J Meats every Monday
night at
O. R.
HalL on Douglas avenue, at
EAST BOUND
I o'clock.
Vial ting members are
I pan
cordially welcome. H. E. Oehring, Arrive
:10 p. m
1:15 p. at
president; J. T. Butler, secretary; No. Z
C. H. Bally, treasarw. ,
No. 4. ...11:06 p m
11:10 p. m
No. 8.... 1:15 a. m
1:25 a. at
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m.
2:10
f. a
MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
Meet in the forest of brotheri
WEST BOUND
love at Woodmen of the Won
No. 1
1:20 p. m.
1:46 p. m
hall, on tha second and fourth Tt
No. 8
6:10 a. m.
6:16 p. m
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
No. 7
4:40 p. m.
4:50 p. Consul; Q. Laemml6, Clerk. VUi
No. 9
6:35
m.
7:00
y. at
p.
lng neighbors are especially w
com and cordially invited.
Helped to Keep Down Expenses
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich, tells
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645
how
"I was bothered
I.
of B. B. Meets every flrei with she did so:
my kidneys and had to go nearly
Tuesday of the month in tha vestry double. I tried a sample of Foley
rooms of Temple Monteflore at i Kidney Pills and they did me so much
o'clock p. m. Ylsitlna brothers are good that I bought a bottle, and feel
that
saved me a big doctor's
cordiaiy Invited.
Isaac Appei bill." they
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
President; Charles Greenclar, Sec- Drug Co.

a

a

retary.

KNIOHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNSu
.NO. 804. Meets second and fouti
Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Visiting members are c
dlally lnvled. Peter Emenaker, G.
K., Richard Devlne, F. S.

Mrs. M. A, McLaughlin, 512 Jay St..
LaCross, Wis., writes that she suffered all kinds of pains tn her back and

hips on account of kidney trouble and
rheumatism. "I got som of FoleT
Kidney Fills and titer taking thorn for
a few days there was a wonderful
change in my case, for the pain entirely left my back and hips and I am
thankful there 's such a medicine as
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G Sahaefer
1.
Meets every Monday evening a: and Red Cross Drug Co.
their hail on Sixth street All visit
This Is to certify that Foley's Honey
lng brethren cordially Invited to at and
Tar Compound does not contain
tend. J . D. Frldeostlne, N. O.;
opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
V.
Frank Fries,
G.; T. M. El wood any ingredients that could possibly
Secretary; Karl Werti, Treasurer barm its users. On the contrary, its
great healing and soothing qualities
C V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
make it a real remedy for coughs,
colds and irritations of the throat
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tnee chest and lungs. The genuine Is In a
day evenings each month, at Wood yellow' package. Ask for Foley's Honman hall. Visiting Brothers eo ey and Tar Compound and accept no
substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red
dlally Invited to attend. A, M Cross Drug Co.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
rotary.
Everybody reads The Optic.
Plone-bulldi-

ng.
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AGUA PURA COMPAjNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
among al
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
never
heat of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash" for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, article"; of usefulness of
any
'
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
passible buyers of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of
the
best markets!
of those who MIGHT BUY

.
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JOKES THAT

DO

NOT STAND

"Jokes come in waves. A few years
ago we had a flood of them In Scotch
dialect. I suppose lan Maclaren was
responsible for it. There as an avalanche of 'Hoot, mon!' humor which
gave much Joy at that time, but that,
too, passed away.

The Pictorial Joke.
"There Is one change which I think
is perhaps more definite than any
other. Pictures used to have geveral
WHAT WE LAUGHED AT YESTERlines of reading matter attached to
the usual 'He' and 'She' exthem;
DAY WOULD NOT SEEM
or Augustus and Arabella,
changes,
FUNNY TODAY.
Baker and Barker or something, of
that sort. The pictures might have
John Ames Mitchell has been lead- gone with almost any one of a huning the gay Life for thirty years, says dred of these conversational epithe New York Sun. To be exact, sodes.
bis name appeared as the editor of
"Now the picture Itself tells the
that repository $t native bred humor story. The humor Is in the situation,
number was pub- not In something that is being said
when the first
lished, January 4, 1S83. It adorns the by the persons pictured.
latest Issue also. Consequently, Mr.
"Of course domestic life 1s a perenMitchell may be regarded as the dean nial source of jokes, but the fashion
of the nimrods whose business It Is changes even there. The mother-in-lato hunt the elusive joke.
Is at last on the retired list.
Joke On Current Topics.
The suffragette in turn has become a
"Naturally much of the humor over boon to the humorist if to no one
which people laugh Is what might be else."
called 'current comedy,' " said Mr.
This prompted the inquiry as to
Mitchell. "It. is almost as ephemeral what jokes did appear
,.irty years
as a news article.
ago.
"What we thought very funny ten
Not Many Personalities.
years ago is uninteresting now. What
An examination of the vintage c
we are chuckling over today will have 1883 reveals the fact that outside of
no meaning to the next generation. politics the
subject which drew the
Run through the pages of any
efforts of most of the jokesmlths was
comic paper and you will find that the anglomanlac. The
visiting Brita good deal of Its fun Is of this1 va- on, Invariably represented as empty
riety.
na another
headed and obnoxious,
"AH the political Jokes come under favorite target.
He still comes in
this head. So do a good many oth- for an occasional shot, to he sure, but
ers, although they have a somewhat at that time the firing seemed genlonger life. Twenty years ago there eral all aloyg the joke line. The senwas no such thing as a motor car timental female of uncertain age
Joke, for the simple reason that there wears well as a subject, and so apwere no motors. Yet today the motor parently does the female of not uncar comes Into every Issue we print certain avoirdupois.
and this winter we get out a whole
E. S. Martin was doing the editorial
bubble numher.' Five years ago there paragraphs in those
early days and
was no airship Joke. Now the avia- he drove a trenchant pen. In the first
tion field is a fertile one for the hum- number he impaled Mrs. Langtry and
orist
Freddie Gebhardt by name In lines

TEST

,

over

which

Mr. Mitchell

shook

his

head as he remarked:
"We were younger in those days.
We wouldn't do that now. Personalities, especially those in which women figure in any way, do not belong
in a humorous paper. Political personalities are another matter. We
rarely use a Jokfi about 'any actual
women. It seems better taste not to
do it.
"Biographettes."
"As 1 say we are older now. Thirty
years ago we did things with more
irresponsibility. For example, here is
a series of 'biographettes' of famous
persons, written by Henry Guy Carle-toThey include Mark Twain, Conk-linHerbert Spencer, John L. Sullivan, and among others Susan B. Anthony and 'the Widow Guelph.' Well,
we wouldn't put the women in now.
And yet we have had a good deal of
fun with George and Mary, not only
In connection with the Durbar, but in
a general way too. Queen Victoria
was. an older woman, though, and a
widow well, I can't quite explain It,
but we wouldn't do that now."
The biographettes of the queen be'
gan thus:
"Mrs.

P. R. Guelph

was born in

England of noble but honest parents
June 18, 1819. Her father, for years
a successful duke, had retired from
business when Vickie, as he called
her, was born. Her early youth was
spent quietly in the old tenement
house at Trent, and she was educated to lbok kindly upon the children
of even the earls and marquises
which infested the country. In 1823,
when she was only 4 years old, her
father euddenly announced' to her
that George, the heir to the throne,
was dead. Immediately the little VIck
replied, 'It looks like reign, then does
n't it ' "
The attitude of the humorist to
ward the present queen is shown in
this month's specimen, where George
is represented as writing to the Fash
ion Reform league as follows:

"Mary and I wish to thank you lor
costumes recently received. While my
form does not lend itseii to any martial splendor the designs you have
made for me have been of great assistance In my Interviews with Mary,
and I can see that she is now treating me with increased respect. For
this I am profoundly gratefuL"

POLITICS AND POLITICIANS

4

Texas republicans will meet in Dallas, August 13,, to nominate a state

ticket
Dr. H. D. Hatfield, th republican
candidate for governor of West Virginia, is a nephew of "Cap" Hatfield,
the noted feud leader.
Representative E. S. Chandler, Jr.,
of Mississippi is the only member ot
the bouse from that state who is not
a native Mississipplan.
The voters of Kansas this fall will
pass upon the acceptance of a constitutional amendment to establish equal
suffrage, and already a spirited campaign in behalf of acceptance Is being
waged hy the women.
The withdrawal of Thomas G. Hudson from the contest for the Georgia
governorship has left John M. Slaton
of Atlanta and Joe Hill Hall of Macon
aa the only candidates to fight it out
in the coming primaries.
Theodore P. Armstrong, who served
a term in the national house of representatives some years ago, has announced, his candidacy for the demo
cratic nomination for governor of Delaware this fall.
For the first time in 12 years Edward B. Vreeland, representative in
New
congress from the Forty-thrYork district,, will have a contest on
his hands for the republican nomination this year.
Thomas Staling, who has been
chosen by' the republicans of South
Dakota as their candidate for United
States senator to succeed Senator
Gamble, is a brother of Representa
d

tive John A. Sterling of the Seventeenth lllnois district.
The real opening of the socialist national campaign will take place In St.
Louis on June 29, with Eugene V.
Debs, candidate for president as the
chief speaker.
After 17 years in political life, Governor Robert S. Vessey of South Dakota Intends to retire from politics
at the end of his present term of
office and will tnlarge in mercantile
business In the east
Benton McMilland, who has been
honored with nearly al of the important public offices within the gift of
the people of Tennessee, la again in
the. field for the democratic nomination for governor of that state.
It la an interesting coincidence that
both Harry S. New, late acting chairman of the republican national committee, and Victor Rosewater, who
succeeded him, are the sons of former members of the republican national committee.
who ever
The only
connational
over
a
political
presided
vention was Donelson Caffrey of
Louisiana. ,.The convention was that
of the Sound Money democrats who
nomlnatjed Palmer and Buckner in
Indianapolis In 1895.
Representative A. P. Pujo f the
Seventeenth Louisiana district, whose
name will long be remembered In
connection with the "Money Trust"
Investigation, is to retire voluntarily
from congress at the expiration of
,
his term next March.
George WIngfield, the new United
States senator from Nevada, was born
35 years ago in Fort Smith, Ark. He
was a "cow puncher" in Oregon before he landed in Nevada, where he
has accumulated a fortune estimated
at $15,000,000 as a result of fortunate
mining speculations.

TOO MUCH MUSIC

BECOMES
BOB

A

E.

"The artist, as a rule, spends mora
time in his environment finds leas to
attract him in other spheres, and, "of
course, earns the repuation of bein3
a poor hand at all else but art Apt
concentration, after all, is largely a
matter of habit, and the arraignment
single minded
The most successful artists are usually clever la
many ways; their versatility is tradiof artists as mere
dreamers is unjust

MUSICIAN GIVES HIS tional.
ARTISTIC
"Dislike must not ha confused withi
VIEWS REGARDING HIS PROFESSION
Inability, except as it contributes to
inertia. The singer may weary of the
That the effect of hearing a great task of mending a broken chair soondeal of music la to rob the mind of er than his brother bookkeeper, hut
Its concentratHe force, la denied by his diffidence must not be called dullCharles W. Clark, the song interpret- ness.
er, who is la New York, preparatory
'The singer may show less patiencs
to a trip to Paris, says the New York In a game of golf than his brother
salesman, but inability to concentrate
Evening Mail.
Mr. Clark expressed the belief that should not be charged. He may prove
students ,of psychology are in great temperamental and even flighty la
error on this question.
conversation, but so are many unme"Music, like every other diversion thodical persona who are not musical
or study, must not be taken in too by nature.
"A proof of the focusing ability of
great quantities," he said. "I will concede that the motion picture pianist the1 singing artist exists in his adherfor instancy, frequently plays himself ence to the text thought of a song durand ing its rendering and his power of
into a state of
moet of the time worka In an entirely
on such occasions. His
mechanical and soulless fashion. This work demands utmost concentrative
Is unquestionably worse for hie mind force, often amid many distractions.
than for the earn of his audience.
His usually well trained memory is an
"But take in equal quantity, would adjunct to concentration not only la
not chess, baseball or the sound of music, hut In all else.
The most conclusive proof of the
foghorns producet results much more
disastrous to the mind?
presence of this force In musicians Is
"Musicians who are obliged to play that it requires dogged perseverance'
or sing constantly become so Imper- for the majority of them to earn a
vious to their work that their minds substantial living.
rest on many diverse subjects during
their active moments without sense of
A CARD
friction or undue loss of nervous enMrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
a farmer living near Covena, Ga,
ergy.
to
Inclined
are
fret
artists
says:; "I have taken Foley Kidney
"Alhough
yon
under routine, restraint and dull task Pills and find them to bemeall
almost
claim for them. They gave
is this not due rather to contrast with
lrstant relief when my kidney,) were
their own absorbing environment? No sluggish and Inactive. I can cheerfully
There is no real need of anyone be- workman, whether he is financier, recommend them to all sufferers from
ing troubled with constipation. Cham- salesman or carpenter, can derive aa kidney troubles." 0. G. Schaefa and
berlain's Tablets will cause an agree- much Joy from his occupation aa the Red Cross Drug Co.
able movement of the bowels without
or
any unpleasant effect. Give them a average singer, sculptor,' painter
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
poet
trial. For sale by all dealers.
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To your friends back home, until after the Fourth of July.

O PTIC

It contains the latest news

from the Flynn and

Johnson camps and your acquiantances will want to read it, because

"EVERYBfl

Y'S DOING

Have the paper started with tomorrow night's issue. If you are going on a vacation trip
this summer let The Optic follow you. Subscription price by mail is 50 cents a month.
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VEGAS DAILY

s

CAMPBELL S SOUPS
kinds:
Enough .to serve four persons. They come in the following
Chicken Gumbo, Tomato, Pea, Mock Turtle," Vegetable, I fj(J
Bouillon, Mulligatawney, etc. , per can-- ;
This is Straight Eastern rice. .
.

;

H E.

;

DA-VI- S'

THE CASH GROCER.
THE STOR.E THAT'S ALWAYS BUSV

T R.

-

THAT DELICIOUS BEVERAGE

BASS ISLANDS
"Pure Unfermented"

Golden Catawba Grape Juice

IT IS GREAT
i

J.

H.

STEARNS

have on hand a complete stock of

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At Th Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

LAB VEGM& LUMBER GO.
Old Town

Phone Main 150

Jap-a-la- c

HART

e
Her library was a
things of cherry, birch and oak.
The rocking chair was habby and the bookcase was a joke.
But now the room is charming; every piece is Flemish Bl&ck;
She did it without help with Just one can of

Regular dance tonight at the
'
Sinilson's orchestra.
For Sale
kind.

SCHAFFHER

JAP-A-LA-

Complete sets of furniture finished uniformly in Walnut,
are very decorative and attractive
Mahogany

Household goods ot
Apply 803 Jackson.

0k.

Cheny, or

JAP-A-LA- C

& MARX

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD"
PHONE HAIN 379

385.

For Rent Furnished house In the
country for the summer months. Address B., Optic.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

CLOTHES

STEPHEN POWERS

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
White Kitchen,1 directly opposite
GIVEN PROMOTION
to you. At the Lobby, ot course.
Harvey house, home cooking, home
made bread and butter, cleanliness
Typewriters, adding machines, and good service. Gus Lehmann, propriecash registers, cleaned, repaired or re tor.
,
LOCAL MAN IS MADE MANAGES
built. J. A. rOrsay, expert repairman
FOR AGUA PURA COMPANY,
will be In the city for ten days and
SUCCEEDING PIERCE
Union
opof
Western
A
car
special
will look after your n,eeds In this lino.
1
Recommended by United States gov- erators will arrive on train No.
The directors of the Agua Pura
ernment. Underwood Typewriter com from Denver tomorrow afternoon,
the
met today and
company
company, Kansas City Southern railway local office of the telegraph
board oL directors. John T. Malone
a
considerable
installed
has
and others. Phone Vegaa 106 or call pany
was
president and Heury
at A. P. Moran'B curio store, Sixth St amount of additional apparatus and
president. Stephen
Is counting on a busy time betwed Almstedt, vice
elected treasurer and su
was
Powers
Wallace McDougall, who hag been now and July 4.
perintendent, as Mr. Pierce's succes
doing cartoon work in this city for
sor and Charles Rogers was chosen
the past two months, has connected
The schedule of special trains from secretary.
himself with C, S. Peterson, publish- the north and south lo Las Vegas on
The directors approved the work
er, of Denver, and will solicit sub
4
The
announced.
has
been
is now being done on the supply
that
July
scriptions for the second volume ot train from La Junta, which leaves tanal to convey the water to tho con
"Representative New Mexicans," the there at 4 o'clock in the morning, crete storage reservoir in Petersen
national newspaper reference book will arrive here at 11:5 o'clock and canyon. This canal will be com
on New Mexico men.
the train which leaves Albuquerque pleted during this summer and will
at 6:30 o'clock a. m. is due In here at p'.ace the system in first class co.idl
On account of the many counter at- 12 o'clock.
tion to supply an abundance ofj pure,
tractions the Catholic Ladles' Bazaar
clear water at all times. Hcvocr,
association has decided to postpone
do not intend to stop with this,
The Fortnightly club will give a
the dance which it was to have given
are
but
planning still further improveComm
the
tomorrow
dance
evening
Thursday night In the O. R. C. hall. mercial club rooms. Practically all ments tor the future, as they detlre
On Wednesday evening the Fortnight
Las Vegas a gjslem
of the younger set of the Commercial to nsaintain at
whichs
will bs second
of
waterworks
ly club is planning to give a dance club are
planning to attend, and with
while the Spring Chickens will do the the' members
none.
",
to
club
of the Fortnightly
John T. Malone and John Scheas
Turkey Trot on Friday night Three present this should be one of tne largdances in a row looked too many to est and most
left
toc'ay on No. 10 for Kentucky
enjoyable dances of the
Mrs. Henry Almstedt will
the Catholic ladies and they decided summer.
This will be a program and Mr. and
9 for California.
on
to call off their baile. The dance
No.
leave
dance commencing at 9 o'clock.
folwill
in
the
week
be
given
likely
A system of automatie fire proteclowing the Fourth of July.
"Oh! You Beautiful Doll" will be tion Is being Installed in the estabBob Farrington, a well known mid the popular song at the Cathode la- lishment of the Charles Ilfeld comA series of perforated pipes
dleweight wrestler of the southwest, dles' bazaar to be given next fall by pany.
has challenged Charles Doll, of this the women of the Immaculate Con- on the ceilings is being put in, and a
Mc- water tower forming a source of watcity for a match to foe pulled, off here ception parish. Mrs. William C.
in the near future. Farrington an Donald, wife of the governor, has con- er supply Is being erected In the rear
This tower,. which
nounced his Intention of challenging sented to donate to the bazaar a of the building.
Doll in the Duke City and the Albu beautifully dressed doll, which will be is a steel structure, will stand 90
querque Herald says the folowlng: contested for bythe younger girls ot feet high, commanding a view of the
Bob Farrington, wrestler, is looking for Las Vegas.
It is understood lrs. entire city. The system of piping is
wrestler and McDonald has selected as pretty a so arranged that in case of fire, any
a match with a
has challenged Charles Doll of las dqll as can be obtained in New Mexi- or all of the rooms immediately can
Vegas, for a bout to be pulled oft in co and' will dress it in the handsomf-e- t be flooded. This system is one used
the Meadow City. Farrington thought
doll clothes ever seen in thjfs in all modern buildings, and affords
some of putting on a wrestling show-i- stlite.
MrsJ McDonald's kind action excellent protection against destruc
Albuquerque, but realizes that the is greatly appreciated by the Cata-oli- c tive fires. It is also rumored on the
mat game is slumbering here and
ladies and" that the little miss West side that the Ilfeld company is
that the wrestlers themselves put it who is so fortunate as to get the planning to put a wireless station on
on the hummer !by their double cross doll will be fortunate indeed.
the top of the water tower, which will
work. Farrington recently returned
open communication with the stato Albuquerque after being away a
tions In Wagon Mound, Maxwell anif
TO MOVE THE ELK
year, during which time he met a
the other larger cities of the new
Through T. C. de Baca, state game state.
number of wnestlers and considerably
.
arrangements have been
improved his knowledge of the game. warden,
made for placing the elk now roam
All boys who are desirous of earning the Nordhaus pasture and range
a two weeks' vacation in the
ing
in the Gallinas canyon and two herds
should see A. R. Marwick,
mountains,
on
the
Colfax
county,
near Cimarron,
the Y. M. C. A., tomorof
secretary
Pecos national forest reserve. T. R.
as possible. Mr.
re- row, or as soon
forest
of
the
Stewart, supervisor
a day in which
Marwick
has
arranged
serve has made provision for the
can earn their trip with the
boys
mesa
north
Hamilton
on
horned herd,
and many who otherwise
of Cowles, a place where they can do Boy Scouts,
not
the trip are now
make
would
s
of
harm
It's really cheaper to send us
out
will
be
no damage and
on
the
,
outing.
flat
pieces
planning
all tho big, heavy
way.
wild
in your family washing and
famous
the
"Buffalo Jonee,"
have us wash and iron them,
animal roper, hos been given the job
and then do the few remainof rounding up the six elk feeding on
the Nordhaus property. He expects
ing pieces at home yourself,
than to bother with a washerto rope them and drive them to Trouf
woman.
Springs where they will be crated and
made ready for the journey to the
pur charge for this' service toPecos country. The elk in Colfax
tals but little for the entire lot
of sheets, tablecloths, towels,
county will be shipped to Laa Vegas,
the Santa Fe railroad having agreed
napkins; handkerchiefs, ete.
to carry them free of charge. .
These articles are washed wonThe farmers of the northern coun
derfully clean and white by our
a
with
ironed
are
process, and
try have bten complaining of, damage
fine finish.
by the elk in that section, and those
on the Nordhaus! place have done con
Take advantage of the service.
siderable damage to crops. Those at
Trout Springs are tame and often seen
AND
near the fence between the Nordhaus
homeland the pasture. They have
on numerous occasions broken Into the
fields In the valley where crops were
planted and have donp considerable
damage and the farmers of the canyon
will be glad when the animals are safe
Phone Main flJ? 61 flottflM Are
and sound on the government

lip
mi
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SUGAR1TE

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND., RETAIL

PUT THIS CHAIR
ON YOUR PORCH
The broad rush fibres in It are tough and elastic.
You'll find it fits you as comfortably as if it were padded
to your measure yet it has the coolness you want in summer
furniture.
...
,
You'll find too that the tough fibres will eiidure all kinds
of storms and rough weather, and without special care will last
for years.
"f1'
It isn't fair to your indoor furniture to put it to the test of
r
weather. Put out two or three of these good
chairs
where they'll be handy to drop into at the end of a tired day
and see how much more'pleasure you get out of life.
Only a little to pay. "
out-doo-

.

From $3.00 to $5.00

J.

G

FERNDELL

'

The Home o( The Best of Eyerylhing Eatable
We are Receiving a Fresh Line "of Vegetables
Every Day, The Following are Some:
--

'"

Green Onions
Radishes
Lettuce
Soup Bunches Asparagus
Parsley
Turnips, n Kohlrabi
Beets
Cucumbers ., Cauliflour
Carrots
Peas
Rhubarb
Cabbage -'
Tomatoes
Beans
&
Green
Wax

ALSO FRUITS
CHERRIES, California and New Mexico
APRICOTS

GOOSEBERRIES

We Have Rectived

a Shipment

OF FRESH COMB HONEY
AT THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

CO.

STORE

JOHHSEM & SOU
I

irrmrn

ami-mt-

Veas

Steam

California & Northwest
L0nDtfS

Q45.G0

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle Tacoma & other points

PLANT SOME GERANIUMS
IN YOUR YARD
Those Fine Strong Plants You See in Our Windows

Each Without Pots

There's a Reason

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.

1? JnI

D.L. BATTJIIEL03,

SEEDSMEN

Apl.

3 .mmmM.

&

FLORISTS

X7JL

3- -

jJl dud u

They Are Pure

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call

Sold ly

upon us. Bring your friends. Our store

OUCHER
"The Store of Satisfaction"

PERRY ONION & SON
'

CGQ.GO
CGO.OO

PRESERVES

serve.

I2c

"

Round Trip Excursion Rates

JAM

Las

r

IIGQSIER KITCHEN CAOIIiETS

This Service

Use Nothing But

3

Supreme in Tailoring, Value, Fit,
Fabric and Style
in fact the H. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands ,
for everything yon
should demand ia
a suit This Same
Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make' of suit we
handle.. Dont fail
to look us over.

Wi
QREENBERGER

Saves Money

COAL'ACJD

n.
Lit

d

PURE THINGS TO EAT

vVe

She Did It With

j

hodge-podg-

Passengers to Harvey's
Please telephone Main

When a delicious dish of soup can be prepared in five minutes
from one can of

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1912.

OPTIC,

is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncom iron Jewlery.

